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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Objective
The objective of this business plan is to develop and analyze a range of possible
delivery options for the Westside Subway Extension project (Project) and to determine
what, if any, rote there might be for private participation in the design, construction,
financing, and/or maintenance of the Project or of particular project components.
Historically, the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) has
delivered large infrastructure projects using traditional delivery methods such as DesignBid-Build. Public Private Partnerships (P3) are innovative contractual arrangementsthat
share the project costs, risks and returns between public and private entities to deliver
projects more efficiently, quickly and cost-effectively.

Project Description
The Project is an 8.96 mile extension of the existing Metro Purple Line subway with seven
stations west from its current terminus at the WiIshirelWestern station through MidWilshire to UCLA / Westwood. The proposed technology is heavy rail transit compatible
to the current Metro Rail operations for the Metro Red and Purple Lines.
The estimated capital cost of the Project is between $4.1 7 and $4.49 billion (2010
dollars) or approximately $5.34 billionin Year of Expenditure dollars. Operations and
maintenance costs are estimated to be $37.9 million (2010 dollars) in 2035. Funding
sources have been identified including Measure R, local agency contributions,State
LONP Reimbursement Fund and FTA New Starts - Section 5309.
The Project is currently in the preliminary engineering and environmental approval
stage of development. Record of Decision is anticipated in March 2012. The
administrative draft of the final environmental impact statement / report was submitted
to the FTA on June 27,201 1.
The Project is one of six Measure R program projects selected by Metro for further
analysis of P3 potential, following an initial screening completed in Tasks 1 8, 2, and an
initial quantitative analysis completed in Task 3.
This Project is included as one of the 12 designated by Metro and the City of Los
Angeles as part of its 30110 plan, which seeks to use innovative finance and delivery
options to advance project delivery faster than would be achievable under
conventional options. It was approved by the voters of Los Angeles County as eligible
for receipt of Measure R funds authorized by the 2008 referendum.

Risk Assessment
To deliver the Project, Metro will need to mitigate, transfer or share a significant number
of risks. This report builds on the work done by Metro and its consultants in identifying the
following key risk areas:
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availability of land including easements and temporary construction access;
difficult ground conditions including gaseous ground, watery soil, potential
subsidence and numerous potential events related to tunneling;
uncertainty in final scope with respect to final location and alignment of stations
and track, provision of allowances for future expansions, environmental and
archaeological mitigations (such as relocation and storage of fossils);and,
uncertainty in the timing and availability of local, state and federal funds.
Risks such as those summarized above may act to increase the cost of the Project and/
or delay the date of completion. In addition, there are uncertainties in the cost of future
maintenance, repair and replacement of tunnel infrastructure, station equipment,
signals, track and systems. The risks identified above may be mitigated, transferred or
shared by Metro's implementation strategy.
Delivery Options Considered

Various P 3 delivery options were developed as potential alternatives to the Design Build
Build (DBB)approachcurrently being considered by Metro. P3s are contractual
arrangements between a governmental agency or authority and a private entity for
the primary purpose of developing, operating and/or maintaining public infrastructure
normally in the domain of the governmental sect0r.A variety of P3 models have been
utilized throughout the world, having the common objective of facilitating private
sector participation in the provision of public works and thereby transferring to or
sharing with the private partners some or all of the traditional public responsibility and
risks for financing, designing, constructing, maintaining and/or operating various
infrastructure projects. P3 options considered in this analysis include several
combinations of DBB, Design Build (DB),and Design Build Finance Maintain (DBFM) and
are summarized in the table below:

3 x DB Stations

1 x DB Stations

P3 Alternative 1

+ maintenance of existing Red / Purple Line
Public Private Partnership
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The options shown above assume that operations and the procurement / maintenance
of vehicles would be excluded. P3 Alternative 3 was developed as an exception to this
rule for comparative purposes.
The P3 alternatives contemplate different combinations of DBFM contracts whereby a
Private Partner is compensated with an annual payment to cover the maintenance sf
the facility, the repayment of debt and a return to the equity provider. In return, Metro
pays a fixed price, only increased to reflect changes in general inflation and adjusted
for poor service quality or lack of availability of the asset.
Under aproposed DBFM approacha portion of the project capital cost would be
provided by private investors, to be repaid over the life of the contract term (usually 2035 years) in the form of an availability payment. The availability payment would be paid
over time using allocated Metro funds (such as Measure R sales tax revenues).
Private finance sources may include bank debt, private activity bonds, federal credit
assistance authorized by the Transportation Infrastructure Financing Innovation Act
(TIFIA) and private equity.
Each option was found to have advantages and disadvantages to Metro as
summarized below, with the P3 Alternative 1 ranking the highest when measured
against Metro's P3 programmatic goals. Notwithstanding that ranking, the P3
Alternative1 also presents risks in execution to Metro, which as an agency has no
experience in procuring, negotiating, and overseeing such arrangements with Private
Partners.

Public Option
One of the main advantages of the Public Option is thatthe DBB and DB procurement
delivery approaches are familiar to Metro staff throughtheir recent experiences.This
procurement structure entails the letting of smaller construction packages, which allow
more (and smaller) firms to bid on the Project. Additionally, as is its usual practice, Metro
wouldretain control over all maintenance interfaces and activities.
However, the Public Option has significant risks related to the timing and availability of
funding that could affect the project's progress. It also has substantial interface risks
between designers and contractors and between multiple contractors. Due to the
advanced level of design that will have been completed by the time the contracts
arebid, there is limited opportunity for contractor innovation in tunneling means and
methods and lifecycle enhancements. Under this option, Metro retains the risk of cost
and schedule uncertainty for the tunnels, as well as all maintenance, repair and
replacement cost risks.

Enhanced Public Option
For the Enhanced Public Option,economies of scale could be achieved by combining
contracts into larger DB packages. This also has the added benefit of increased
opportunity for innovation in design and construction of tunnels by transferring all
design responsibility and risk to the bidders, thus allowing constructability to be front
and center during the design process. This option also transfers constructionschedule
Public Private Partnership
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risk tothe DB contractor for tunnels and stations. And, because the bidders will have full
design and construction responsibility, it may be possible to obtain long term warranties
on certain construction elements, minimizing some of the post completion risk to Metro.
In the Enhanced Public Option, Metro retains the risks related to the timing and
availability of funding, but reduces its exposure to the interface risk between contracts
for tunnels, stations and track, which should allow for fewer change orders and price
adjustments over the contract term.
As in the Public Option, Metro retains maintenance, repair and replacement cost risk.
P3 Alternative 1

Building on the Enhanced Public Option, P3 Alternative 1 achieves even greater
economies of scale than the previous two options by letting significantly larger
contracts, thereby also delivering an improvement in the management of interface risk
between contracts. Intrinsic to the nature of P3 contracts is the transfer of completion
risk to the Private Partner. This alternative allows for private finance to support public
funds for part of the project. It also provides some certainty of long-term maintenance
costs and a life-cycle approach to Asset Management by putting responsibility for
maintenance onto the private partner.
A disadvantage could bepotential duplication of maintenance staff, communications
and safety equipmentwith existing Metro operations
P3 Alternative 2

P3 Alternative 2 has similar advantages to P3 Alternative 1 with respect to economies of
scale, opportunity for innovation by combining design, construction and maintenance
activities, reduction in interface risks and opportunities for private finance. A further
benefit of this option is the increased transfer of maintenance risks associated with the
tunnel infrastructure.
This option introduces interface and performance measurement risk associated with
work at the rail yard (which would need to be used by Metro and the P3 provider) and
additional interface risk between the proposed extension and the existing Purple Line.
There would also be a possible duplication of maintenance staffing which may erode
efficiencies.
P3 Alternative 3

The final option would require a major organizational change program for Metro in
order to hand over maintenance activities on the Red / Purple Line, for which there is
no precedent in the United States. This option has similar advantages as P3 Alternatives
1 and 2 with respect to economies of scale, opportunity for innovation by combining
design, construction and maintenance activities, reduction in construction interface
risks and opportunities for private finance and similar disadvantages with respect to the
size of contracts, limited competition, and need for specialist advice.
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Importantly, this option eliminates potential interface issues between Metro and the
Private Partner that might occur in P3 Alternatives 1 and 2. That would allow for clearer
measurement of the Private Partner's performance and provide for innovation and cost
reduction in Metro's current maintenance work on the Red / Purple Line. This option
would deliver increased certainty of future costs of maintenance, repair and
replacement.

Analysis and Results
The Enhanced Public Option and P3 Alternative 1 were carried forward for further
analysis against Metro's program goals and the evaluation criteria. The Public Option
was retained for comparison purposes.
The program goals and evaluation criteria are qualitative and include:
Achieve most cost-effective use of public funds.
Accelerate project delivery.
Optimize risk transfer.
Ensure asset quality throughout the life cycle.
Provide highest-quality service for the traveling public.
The Enhanced Public Option was shown to perform better against the evaluation
criteria than the Public Option. The primary advantage is the additional transfer of
tunnel construction cost and schedule risks. The alternative may not accelerate project
delivery over the Public Option, and there is likely to be minimal improvement on life
cycle quality or service to the traveling public since neither option proposes any form of
maintenance risk transfer. The procurement process for the Enhanced Public Option
maintains the current schedule of the Public Option.

P3 Alternative 1 performed better against the evaluation criteria than both the Public
Optionand the EnhancedPublic Option. It proposes a similar level of risk transfer for the
construction elements of the project but advances this concept further into the
maintenance of stations, track and systems. The procurement process for P3 Alternative
1 maintains the current schedule of the Public Option. Private sources of finance allow
Metro more flexibility between up front funding requirements and funds that may be
leveraged. The later availability of Measure R funds may make private sources of
finance an attractive option for this Project. Private finance may also be an attractive
option if the P3 availability payments do not count as public debt. The higher cost of
capital can be outweighed bythe benefits of effective risk transfer to the Private
Partner. P3 Alternative 1 provides Metro with increased certainty of maintenance, repair
and replacement costs for stations, track and systems.
In conclusion, this analysis indicates that P3 Alternative 1 allows Metro to benefit from
private sources of finance while offsetting the higher cost of capital against life cycle
efficiencies gained from the bundling of design, construction and maintenance
services.
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1.0 PROJECT DEFINITION
1.1. Descdption of Project Scope
The Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA)for the Westside Subway Extension project
(Project) is an 8.96 mile extension of the existing Metro Purple Line subway with seven
stations west from its current terminus at the WilshireIWestern station through MidWilshire to UCLA / Westwood as shown in the graphic below.
The Project is included in the Southern California Area of Governments' Regional
Transportation Plan for 2008 and Metro's 2009 Long Range Transportation Plan. The
proposed technology is heavy rail transit compatible with the current Metro Rail
operations for the Metro Red and Purple Lines.
Figure 1 : Regional Transportation Projects

Source: Draft EISIEIR

This Project is included as one of the 12 designated by Metro and the City of Los
Angeles as part of its 30110 plan, which seeks to use innovative finance and delivery
options to advance project delivery faster than would be achievable under
conventional options. It was approved by the voters of hos Angeles County as eligible
for receipt of Measure R funds authorized by the 2008 referendum.
Public Private Partnership
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Figure 2: Westside Subway Extension LPA
Westside Subway Extansion
Localiy Preferred Alternetwe

Source: Draft EISIEIR

Figure 2 illustrates the LPA; the location of three of the seven stations has not yet been
finalized.
The Project includes the construction of seven new stations west of the existing
WilshireIWestern station:
Q

Station 1 : WilshireILa Brea;

@

Station 2: WilshireIFairfax;

@

Station 3: WilshireILa Cienega;

(s

Station 4: WilshireIRodeo;

e

Station 5: Century City;

@

Station 6: WestwoodIUCLA; and

@

Station 7: Westwood/VA Hospital.

The Project also includes the expansion of the current Metro Red Line Division 20 Rail
Yard and necessary ancillary facilities including special track work (tail tracks, pocket
tracks, crossovers and double crossovers), traction power substations, emergency
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generators and vent shafts. The location of the rail yard in relation to the start of the
Project is indicated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Location of Prspssed Rail Yard Expansion
Extension

pL.7
Rail Yard

For the purposes of this analysis, the Project scope excludes the Rail Operations Center
and the purchase of 104 new heavy rail vehicles. It is assumed that these two items will
be procured separately by Metro. The cost of these items has been retained in the
overall estimate (see below) for consistency with the Draft EISIEIR and potential later
total project cost comparisons.
Heavy rail transit was selected for its attributes such as high passenger carrying
capacity, high levels of service predictability, higher speeds and the ability to expand
capacity with multiple units.
The stations will be below ground in a structural "boxi' that is accessed from street level
via stairs, escalators and elevators. A mezzanine level will hold ticketing facilities. 450foot platforms will be at a lower level and allow level boarding for full accessibility.
Stations will include various shafts for air circulation and passenger facilities such as
lighting, seating, signage, safety and security systems.

7.7.7. Scope Options
At the time of approval to enter Preliminary Engineering, the exact location of three
stations was still to be determined:
Option 4, Station 5: Century City (either at Santa Monica Blvd or Constellation
Blvd);
Public Private Partnership
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Option 5, Station 6: Westwood/UCLA (either on-street or off-street); and
Option 6, Station 7: WestwoodIVA Hospital (either north or south of Wilshire).
The decision on Option 4 (the location of the Century City stations) will impact the
alignment of the Project between Beverley Hills and Century City.

7.7.2. Phasing Options
The Draft EISIEIR evaluates two minimum operable segments (MOS) but no reference to
these is included in the Board definition of the LPA:
MOS 1 interim terminus at WilshireIFairfax (extension to include two new stations);
and
MOS 2 interim terminus at Century City (extension to include five new stations).
This report assumes that it is Metro's intention to build the entire project and not
consider MOS alternatives unless forced to do so.

1.2. Summary of Project Construction Costs and Schedule
The table below summarizes the estimated capital costs for the LPA in 2010 dollars.
Table 1: Capital Costs

1

1 Guideways and Track Elements

10.0

I

1 Stations, Stops, Terminals, lntermodal

20.0

$864,870
$886,151

30.0

Support Facilities: Yards, Shops, Admin Buildings

$ 136,431

40.0

Sitework and Special Conditions

$298,108

1 50.0

1 Systems

1

$ 165,240

60.0

Right-of-way, Land, Existing Improvements

$ 178,173

70.0

Vehicles

$528,528

(

80.0

Professional Services

1

$775,764

90.0

Project Contingency (Unallocated)

$383,327

100.0

Finance Charaes

$ 1 61,270

)tal

1

(

1

dost (2010) Dollars

Source: Application to Enter Preliminary Engineering. June 2010

Note that vehicles and a contribution towards the expansion of the existing Rail
Operations Center are excluded from the scope of the Project but these items have
been included within the cost estimate above. This is for consistency and to enable
direct comparison with the project estimate as per the Draft EISIEIR and later updates.
The business plan assumes that these costs need to be funded as part of the Project,
even if the actual works are procured separately.
-
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The Metro "Cost and Financial Analysis" Report dated August 2010 provides capital cost
estimates for the options still under consideration. This gives a range of projects costs
between $4.1 7 and $4.49 billion.
The capital cost of the Project in Year of Expenditure dollars is $5.34 billion including
estimated finance charges.
Figure 4 illustrates the capital expenditure profile of the Project.

Figure 4: Capital Cost Expenditure Profile

/ 8 10 Guideways and Track Elements
1020 Stations. Stops, Terminals, lntermodal

I

@30 Support Facilities: Yards, Shops, Admin
Buildings
0 4 0 Sitework and Special Conditions

8 50 Systems

I

l1
1

0 6 0 Right-of-way. Land, Existing Improvements

070

FA 80 Professional Services
90 Project Contingency

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Metro Fiscal Year

1.3. Summary of Operations and Maintenance Costs
The operating and maintenance cost of the Project in horizon year 2035 is':
=

$37.9m in 2010 dollars, or
$79.4m in Year of Expenditure dollars

The above operating and maintenance cost2is the total system cost to Metro for
Alternative 2E (the Board-approved LPA).The cost includes operations, vehicle

'Metro Drafi Operations and Maintenance Cost Report - Addendum (1 20G) dated October 12, 2010
2The Metro "Cost and Financial Analysis" Report dated August 2010 details that the Subway Extension
Segments 1,2 and 3 will incur $46.9 million YOE operating and maintenance costs in 2034135.
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maintenance, non-vehicle maintenance and general administration. Non-vehicle
maintenance represents approximately 35% of the total.

1.4. Summary of Implementation Schedule
The implementation schedule for the Project is subject to continuous change. For the
purposes of this report, the schedule for implementation of the Project following the
Record of Decision is as shown below.
Table 2: Project Timeline

Source: Level 1 Management Schedule presented to FTA March, 201 1

1.5. Summary of Project Funding Sources
Metro has allocated a total of $5,340.1 million in public funding for the Project from a
variety of local, State, and federal sources, as summarized in Table 3 below. This funding
amount includes environmental planning costs of approximately $35 million and
financing costs of $21 6.1 million.
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Tabte 3: Summary of Project Funding Sources

Source: FTA New Starts Financial Template, October 2010 update

The Project funding plan relies heavily on an FTA New Starts contribution of $2,063.7
million, or nearly 40% of the total funding required. At this time a Full Funding Grant
Agreement (FFGA) is expected toward September 2013 following FTA award of a
Record of Decision in March 2012.
Measure R sales tax revenues totaling $3,049.8 million have also been programmed for
the project accounting for 57.1% of the total project cost. The accelerated project
schedule presumes the availability of two federal programs to leverage Measure R
dollars, the Transportation Infrastructure Finance Innovation Act (TIFIA) and Qualified
Transit Improvement Bonds (QTIBs).As Measure R sunsets in 2040, this analysis presumes
that all financings backed by Measure R mature by that date.
In July 201 1, USDOT selected the Project to receive the full $640.8 million TlFIA loan
amount sought by Metro. The final application is pending, with issuance of the TlFlA
loan contingent upon final approval in early 2012.
It is also proposed that the Project receive $2,097.9 million in proceeds from a new form
of federally subsidized bonds called "QTtBs", which would be repaid from Measure R
funds. As envisioned, the interest on QTIBs would be in the form of federal income tax
credits equivalent to the yield on similarly rated debt instruments, and would therefore
not need to be paid in cash by Metro, effectively representing a 100 percent federal
subsidy of the interest. The $2,097.9 million in QTlB proceeds are assumed to be fixedrate serial bonds with a 30-year amortization and level principal payments. Legislation
authorizing $50 billion of such bonds was introduced in July 201 1 and is pending within
the Senate Finance Committee.
Other committed funding sources include Local Agency Contributions and State Letter
of No Prejudice (LONP) Reimbursement funds.
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Figure 5: Project Funding Profile
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During the construction period starting in FY 2012, the "early" funding sources currently
programmed to support the project's capital costs include State LONP funds, FTA New
Starts and proceeds from Measure R-backed QTIBs. Local agency contributions are to
be contributed later starting in FY 201 7 through the closeout in FY 2023. The risks
associated with the timing and quantum of funding from these various sources are
discussed later in this report.

1.6. Environmental lmpact and Process
7.6.1, Current Stafus of Environmental Approval
The Project is currently undergoing Preliminary Engineering (PE) and preparation of the
Final Environmental Impact Statement / Environmental Impact Report (Final EISIEIR)
document. The Project received approval to enter PE by the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) in January 201 1. This followed Metro Board approval of the Draft
EIS/EIR and selection of Locally Preferred Alternative in October 2010.
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Table 4: Milestones Achieved

7.6.2. Timebmme for Environmental Approval
The schedule for project implementation assumes that the Record of Decision will be
issued early in the spring of 201 2, as outlined below.
Table 5: Milestones to be Achieved

Source: Level 1 Management Schedule presented to FTA March, 201 1, augmented by recent discussions
with Metro staff
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2.0 EVALUATION APPROACH
2.1. Objectives of Business Plan
Under this Task 4 of the P3 Program, the lnfraconsult Team was requested to develop a
business planfor the Westside Subway Extension project (Project)that includes a review
and analysis of potential delivery options. The Project is one of six Measure R program
projects selected by Metro, following an initial screening completed in Tasks 1 & 2, and
an initial quantitative analysis completed in Task 3. Section 2.1 describes the transition
from Task 3 to Task 4 in more detail.
The objective of this business plan is to develop and analyze a range of possible
delivery options for the proposed Project and to determine what, if any, role there
might be for private participation in the design, construction, financing, and/or
maintenance of the Project or of particular project components.
The business plan includesa summary description of the Project followed by an analysis
of key Project information relevant to delivery options: scope, schedule, cost, funding
and risk. This Project information is used to develop a short list of potential delivery
options in accordance with the following assumptions:
=

rolling stock will be procured separately by Metro;
rolling stock maintenance will be performed by Metro; and
vehicle operations will be retained responsibilities for Metro.

Based on these requirements the range of delivery options available for selection falls
between the following two delivery options, each representing one end of a spectrum
of risk transfer established by the scope limitations described above:
Design-Bid-Build (DBB) - under which Metro would retain the responsibility for
design, construction, operations, maintenance and finance with limited risk and
responsibility transferred to a private entity; and
Design-Build-Finance-Maintain (DBFM)- under which a Private Partner would
take the responsibility for design, construction, financing and non-vehicle
maintenance under one P3 contract.
The business plan describes several possible delivery options that fall within this range
and analyzes selected options against Metro's stated evaluation criteria.
Tne conclusions of this business plan are based on the advantages and disadvantages
of the selected delivery options and the extent to which the options meet Metro's
evaluation criteria relative to the current delivery option that Metro is understood to be
following for this Project. The analysis is qualitative in nature and does not attempt to
calculate or compare the cost of each option.
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2.1.7. Transition from Task 3
Since the conclusion of Task 3 in October 2010, the Metro Board approved the Westside
Subway Extension project (Project) Draft Environmental lmpact Statement /
Environmental lmpact Report (Draft EISIEIR) and selected a Locally Preferred
Alternative (LPA).The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) approved the Project's entry
into Preliminary Engineering in January 201 1. Work is now underway on Preliminary
Engineering and the Final Environmental lmpact Statement / Environmental lmpact
Report (Final EISIEIR).
The LPA is very similar in scope to the Project Definition developed in Task3. That
implementation timeframe assumed Record of Decision in 201 1, construction work
beginning in 2014 and completion of all segments occurring in 2023.
Further work has since been undertaken by the Metro project team on the evaluation
of station locations, minor alignment options, engineering design, review of
environmental impacts and preliminary approach to contract packaging. Although this
work has resulted in updated data on cost, schedule and funding, there has been no
substantial change to the Project from the scope that was assumed in Task 3.
The P3 option recommended in the Task 3 report assumed that the capital cost, nonvehicle maintenance, capital maintenance and financing responsibilities for the Project
are assumed by a P3 partner and that transit operations are provided by Metro. In Task
3, a strategic assessment of the Westside Subway Extension project (Project) compared
the Net Present Value cost of delivering the entire Project as a DBFM contract with the
default public sector comparator mode of delivery, which was assumed to be DBB.
Task 3 indicated that the DBFMoption was considered worthy of further analysis in Task 4
to determine more specific P3 alternatives that could accelerate delivery, encourage
private sector innovation, lower life cycle costs and increase certainty of cost and
schedule.

2.2. Approach for Evaiuation of Alternate Delivery Options
For this Task, the analysis of alternative delivery options was completed in two stages.
The first stage was to develop a short list of potential delivery options based on a more
detailed understanding of the Project with respect to scope, schedule, cost, and
funding. The analysis assessed the risks to project delivery regardless of how the project
is to be procured. For example, this Project involves significant challenges with respect
to tunneling through gassy ground under a dense urban environment with highly
restricted access to construction staging areas. Such delivery risks will have to be
managed regardless of whether the Project is delivered as a design-bid-build, designbuild, a combination of both, or some other form of contractual arrangement.
Risks were analyzed in the following categories:
construction cost and schedule risks;
maintenance cost risks; and,
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funding risks.
Although the above apply to all delivery options, financing and other commercial risks
depend on how the Project is procured. The next stage of the analysis was to
summarize Metro's current preferred delivery option and analyze any associated
financing risks.
The development of initial options was also constrained by the following assumptions:
rolling stock will be procured separately by Metro;
rolling stock maintenance will be performed by Metro; and
vehicle operations wilt be retained by Metro.
This led to the development of a short list of P3 delivery options, which were then
analyzed in detail using a "procurement options analysis" matrix (in Appendix A). The
analysis reviewed the major risk areas and explained how each delivery option
addressed those risks. The first stage concluded with the dismissal of options that were
found to be sub-optimal and the selection of delivery options to be analyzed further.
The second stage of analysis explored the degree to which each delivery option
carried forward met Metro's program goals (described in Section 2.3 below).
Metro's current preferred delivery option is included in the analysis to enable a
comparison of the "public option" with the P3 alternatives. Each goal is addressed in
turn with a narrative to explain how each of the options provided advantages or
disadvantages.
The selection of delivery option is complex and likely to be based on multiple qualitative
and quantitative factors, not all of which are addressed in this initial business plan. The
business plan's conclusions therefore summarize the results of the analysis in terms of the
key advantages and disadvantages of each option. Should Metro wish to examine one
or more options in more detail, Section 7.0 of this plan recommends specific areas for
further analysis to assist with the selection process.

2.3. Program Goals
As part of its P3 Program, Metro identified five major goals and related evaluation
criteria for delivery of its Measure R program. The criteria were used to assess the
relative ability of various project delivery approaches to achieve these goals, including
cost certainty, cost savings, schedule certainty, project delivery acceleration, risk
transfer optimization, lifecycle cost savings, and service quality. These goals are:
Optimize risk transfer. By allocating risks to the party best suited to manage them,
an optimal risk profile may be achieved. The benefits of this approach include
enhanced certainty of project price and delivery schedule. Risk transfer does not
necessarily result in savings to Metro, as the potential cost of the risk transferred
will be included in the private sector's bid price.
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Achieve the most cost-effective use of public funds. Metro has identified cost
containment as a major policy consideration in the implementation of its
Measure R program. By exploring alternative delivery options, Metro may be
able to leverage public sector funds and resources, achieve price certainty and
enhance value for money.
Guarantee timely project completion and/or accelerate project delivery.
Schedule certainty is of great importance to Metro, both for financial and public
acceptability reasons. The delivery of projects on-time enhances credibility with
the public and allows for better budget management and planning. Metro has
identified a desire to accelerate transportation project delivery as the regions'
highways face capacity constraints.
Ensure asset quality throughout project lifecycle. Metro's objectives for the P3
program include ensuring that the ongoing quality of assets included in the
project scope is maintained to a high standard throughout the proposed
analysis/contract period.
Provide highest-quality service for the traveling public. Regardless of project
delivery model, Metro has identified a key objective to be that the quality of
service should match the same high performance standards that Metro already
offers.
As shown in Table 6, example evaluation criteria were developed to guide the
assessment of each project delivery option's potential to fulfill the goals of Metro's P3
Program.
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Table 6: Metro P3 Proaram Goals and Example Evaluation Criteria

I

price risks and submit "fixed price" bid
Ease of modifications required to adapt existing service
contracts
Flexibility of the proposed project to enable private-sector

Optimize risk
transfer

Compatibility of procurement method with regulatory
requirements (Buy Arnerica/labor law/local hirelalternative
fuellgreen construction policies, etc.)
comply with insurance requirements

1 Certainty and quantum of project funding streams, both short 1

I
Achieve a
cost-effective
use of public
funds

Guarantee
timely
completionAccelerate
, project delivery

and long term

Maximum leveraging of public funds

I

Ability of option to provide greater access to alternative sources
of finance
over fare setting and revenue sharing with private

I

Potential to accelerate project delivery

Ability to measurelmonitor contractor performance/output on
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This section presents a qualitative summary of the technical risks that Metro has in
deiivering the Project, regardless of the adopted procurement approach. The focus is
mainly on technical risks related to meeting the project objectives with respect to cost,
schedule and quality.
The analysis is split into two sections representing the main areas of project delivery risk:
Risks that may impact design and construction costs and completion date; and
Risks that may impact the cost of long term asset maintenance, rehabilitation
and replacement.
A detailed discussion of how Metro's current intended procurement approach and a
selected number of P3 alternatives address these risks is included in the following
Section 4.0. That section describes how each procurement alternative affects Metro's
ability to mitigate, transfer or accept risk.

3.1. Construction Cost and Schedule Risks
Construction phase risks arise from uncertainties such as project scope, physical
constraints, stakeholder needs, contractor performance and the occurrence of
unforeseen events that ultimately act to increase or decrease the final cost of the
Project and accelerate or delay its completion date. As design progresses many of
these uncertainties will be resolved, for example, uncertainty in ground conditions will
be reduced following more extensive geotechnical investigations. Until the issues are
resolved, these risks will be allowed for in the cost and schedule of project in the form of
contingencies.
Metro has carried out several analyses on the construction cost and schedule risks
associated with the delivery of the Project. The information in this section has been
extracted and summarized from three main sources:
Westside Subway Extension Risk Assessment Report (1 738) dated August 2010;
Westside Subway Extension Draft EISIEIR Section 6.5 Risks and Uncertainties dated
September 2010; and
FTA Program Management Oversight Consultant risk matrix dated October 2010.

In addition to these Metro sources, the discussion below also incorporates PPP risk
analysis carried out by the InfraConsult team as part of its Task 3 Strategic Assessment
report.
Several source documents were reviewed, including:
Westside Subway Extension Draft EISIEIR - September 2010;
Westside Subway Extension Risk Assessment Report (1 738) - August 24,201 0; and
LACMTA FTA Risk Matrix (extract)- October 18, 2010.
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The review indicated that most of the Project construction risks relate to three key areas:
( 1 ) uncertainty over easements, land acquisition and temporary access for construction
activity; (2) uncertainty over geotechnical conditions and their impact on tunneling
and underground station box construction; and (3) uncertainty in the final scope of the
Project.

3.7.7. Easements, band Acquisition and Temporaw Access
Due to the dense urban location of the project, there is uncertainty in the cost of
property takes, and a risk that owners may litigate or refuse to give up the land. This risk
was specifically identified at the proposed Rodeo Drive station, around UCLA and the
VA hospital. Related to this risk area is the location of temporary and permanent
disposal of excavated material that could be contaminated.
Several aspects of the Project require agreements with land owners and tenants. Delays
in executing such agreements may impact Project cost and schedule. Specific areas
that could be problematic are the location of cut and cover crossovers at the VA
Hospital and UCLA; the potential provision of a track connection structure to allow a
future connection to West Hollywood; a potential allowance for future expansion of the
Westwood/VA Hospital station; the potential provision of replacement parking at VA
Hospital station; and the location/number of exits at each station.

3.7.2. Geotechnical Conditions, Tunneling and Underground Station Box
Construction
Geotechnical investigations were ongoing at the time of this report but several issues
have been identified. Tunneling is expected to encounter tar sands, which may clog
slurry machines and separation parts. Gaseous ground has been identified which may
result in difficulties related to sealing the tunnel from gas, especially at cross passages
and tunnel joints.
During construction, unexpected soil conditions such as watery soil may lead to face
loss and sink holes. Unanticipated ground water may lead to a requirement for
additional dewatering, but this may encourage the flow of gas. There is also a risk that
tunneling in this area may encounter obstructions such as abandoned oil wells.
Tunnel boring machines are designed for these types of conditions but variable or
unexpected conditions may result in additional costs of equipment repair and
replacement due to excessive cutter wear. Tunneling operations that may increase
cost and delay the advance rate also include loss of face, alignment problems and
mixed face conditions. These risks have been specifically identified between the
Wilshire/La Brea and Wilshire/Western stations.
Tunneling will be carefully planned to avoid settlement strain in surrounding
infrastructure but there is always a risk that settlement may occur, particularly for the
taller buildings at Westwood/Constellation.
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3.7.3. Uncenfarin Scope
As with all major projects that are in the preliminary stages of design, there is uncertainty
in the scope and cost of construction, Contingencies are included in the cost estimate
but there is a risk that these may be exceeded in the final cost of the Project.
Ongoing discussion with stakeholders may result in scope changes that have to be
accommodated during later stages of design, resulting in additional costs and possible
delays. There is also risk that additional environmental mitigations beyond those
required by the Record of Decision may be required that would add to the overall
Project's costs; for example, should construction uncover fossils, the Project would have
to be expanded to include the cost of the removal and protection of fossil remains.
Additionally, unexpected on-line utility relocations and off-line utility protections may be
required following further utility surveys or utilities found during construction. Potential
utility issues include the sewer drain at Westwood/UCLA and the confidentiality of plans
associated with the federal General Services Administration (GSA) site.
While these risks are typical for an underground urban transit project, the size of this
Project and the density of the urban area that it passes through make these risks
especially significant. Known hazards such as gaseous soils, tar sands and the high
probability of finding fossils can and are being mitigated in the current design process,
but there will still be uncertainty over the size of the impact that these hazards could
have on the overall cost construction schedule.
Schedule impacts are particularly difficult to estimate as risk events often have a
consequential effect that can result in other costs/delays that would not have
otherwise occurred. This difficulty is compounded when there are multiple contracts for
construction.

3.7.4. Pricing Risk
One of the differences among the procurement options is the level of risk transfer.
Under its traditional procurement structure, Metro retains the risks and associated costs
of those risks, Under the proposed alternative arrangements, Metro transfers some or all
of these risks to the contractor, with the contractors' price reflecting the amount of risk it
is assuming. How that risk is priced will vary based on how well the contractor feels it is
able to manage that risk, and how accurately it is able to predict the cost of assuming
it. Generally, a contractor is prepared to accept a higher level of risk in a
DBFMprocurement asit has much greater control of the design and delivery of the
project than in a more traditional DBB approach. So, for those project elements with a
high amount of unknowns during the bid stage, such as tunneling or environmental
remediation, it is advisable for Metro to attempt to mitigate those costs by continuing
with design, site and geotechnical investigation to a greater level of detail than would
normally be expected in aDBFM procurement.
To mitigate the post completion risk of the tunnels, a long term warranty with liability to
the DB contractor would need to be part of the contract documents.
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The current schedule for the Public Optionshows an FTA Record of Decision in March
2012 and an award of final design contract in October 2012. Invitations for Bids
advertisement for Contracts 1,2 and 3 is anticipated in June 2013.
Table 7 below provides details of recent examples of the duration of the procurement
process for DB or DBFM contracts, showing an average of approximately 15 - 18
months.
Table 7: Recent Examples of DB / PPP Procurement Durations
Procurement team commenced
preparation of documents

June 2009

Request for Qualifications issued

September 2009

Shortlist announced

December 2009

Request for Proposals issued

May 2010

Proposals Due

October 2010

Award of Contract

December 2010

Procurement team commenced
preparation of documents

1

December 2009

/ March 2010
I

Request for Qualifications issued

I April 2010
I

Shortlist announced

I Request for Proposals issued

I August 2010
June 201 1

Final Proposals Due

I Award of Contract
Procurement team commenced
preparation of documents

I July 201 1

1

February 2010

Shortlist announced

April 2010

~equestfor Proposals issued

July 2010

Proposals Due

October 2010
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It would take 18 months for a Metro DBFM procurement process, so the earliest possible
award date would be May 2013. This is in line with the examples detailed in Table 7
above and maintains the current schedule of the Public Option.

3.2. Contractor Pedormance Risk
A performance bond is a promise by the contractor that the contractor will complete
the work, and a promise by the surety that it will take one of the following actions if the
contractor fails to perform: (a) step in to finish the work, (b) find another contractor to
finish it, or (c) pay damages to the owner, up to the limits stated in the bond. In the
event of a contractor default, the bond covers the risk of cost overruns over and above
the contract price up to the bond amount.
Potential contractors must have sufficient financial capacity to obtain performance
bonds, in some cases equal to the monetary amount of the individual contract
packages.
Limits on the amount of performance bonding available to individual contractors vary,
with limits for a small pool of larger contractors in the neighborhood of $250 million per
contract. For projects with performance bond requirements exceeding that amount,
the larger contractors may form joint ventures to enable the bonding requirements to
be met, or project phasinglpackaging can be adjusted to meet market limits. The
ability of the contractor(s) to obtain performance bonds for contracts of this size
represents a procurement risk.
Under the Transit Design-Build (DB) Law (Public Contract Code section 20209.5 et seq.),
Metro has discretion to determine the amount of the performance bond, within the
parameters of a statutory requirement that the amount must be sufficient to cover the
design-builder's services. Since the projects will be federally funded or financed, FTA
policy must also be taken into account. FTA requires grantees to obtain performance
bonds from their construction contractors in an amount equal to 100 percent of the
contract price unless a lower amount or alternative security is justified. For large transit
projects such as Metro's, FTA is generally willing to approve a reduced bond amount,
recognizing that a 100 percent bond is not necessary to cover the risk and that a
requirement to obtain a 100 percent bond would severely impact competition. Other
transportation agencies with federally-funded projects have used a range of
performance security requirements for their project^.^

The FTA recently approved a 50 percent performance bond for the Santa Clara Valley Transportation
Authority's Silicon Valley Berryessa Extension Project, expected to cost $800 million. For the Denver Regional
Transit District's (RTD) Eagle P3 concession agreement, awarded in 2010, FTA approved an alternative
approach to performance security for the project, allowing the concessionaire to provide either a
payment/performance bond or letter of credit. The amount of the security for the Eagle project is set
annually, equal to 50 percent of the total earned value of the design-build work for the upcoming year plus
5 percent of the value of future work. Given the six-year completion schedule, the required security is
significantly less than 100 percent of the value of the design-build work. The Denver RTD request for
approval relied heavily on the fact that the concessionaire would be providing financing.

3
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Under the procurement approaches analyzed as part of the business plans, the
consolidation of multiple contracts into a single contract is cited as a potential
advantage for Metro, as it reduces the number of interfaces that must be managed by
the agency in its oversight of a project. At the same time, Metro's approach to
contract packaging must consider its duty to ensure that performance security will be
sufficient to cover the project risks. Metro should also consider the impact of larger
contract packages on the ability of smaller contractors to participate as principals, and
on the number of teams able to propose, with the resulting impact on level of
competition and predictable increase in Metro's costs.
In determining an appropriate performance bond amount, Metro should take into
account the project risks to be covered by the bond, conditions in the surety markets,
limitations affecting formation of teams, and the maximum amount that potential
teams would be able to bond. The availability of bonds and the amounts available are
determining factors in establishingmaximum contract sizes.

3.3. Maintenance Cost Risks
Predicting maintenance costs while still in the preliminary engineering phase is quite
problematic, due to the unknown final scope of the Project, as-yet unspecified
mechanical and electrical equipment, uncertainties about actual operating
procedures, the complex interaction between preventive maintenance and
replacement cycles, and the difficulty of predicting economic factors such as inflation
that have significant impact on the cost of future activities.
This analysis does not refer to any formal risk assessment that Metro may have
undertaken on future maintenance costs. The main risk issues presented below were
developed specifically for this report. These are risks that may impact the cost of long
term asset maintenance, rehabilitation and replacement:
1. Uncertainty in using past cost data to predict future costs;

2. Uncertainty in real growth of maintenance costs over an extended time period
(note that Project operations and maintenance estimate only provides the cost in a
single horizon year, 2035);
3. Materials, utilities, labor and equipment cost inflation;
4. Unexpected soil conditions may reduce the life of the subsurface structures, for
example, corrosion of tunnel lining and tunnellstation steel reinforcement from
acidic soil;

It should be noted that reducing the amount of a performance bond does not directly result in a premium
reduction, because the premium is determined based on the level of risk associated with the project. Even
though the surety's potential total exposure is reduced when the bond amount goes down, the surety's
primary risk is for the "first dollars" out, and the likelihood that the surety will be called upon to pay cost
overruns does not change just because the bond amount is lower. For this reason, it is not uncommon for
project owners (such as the Denver RTD) to accept letters of credit or other alternative performance
security for P3 projects, since the premiums to obtain a letter of credit are based on the value of the letter
of credit rather than on the cost of the project.
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5. Deferred or poorly performed routine maintenance that could accelerate the
deterioration of assets resulting in reduced life and higher costs of major
rehabilitation or replacement;
6. Obsolescence of system components such as communications, signals and other
systems;

7. Excessive wear and tear due to change in conditions that exceed design
specifications, for example, higher than expected volume of passengers using
elevators and escalators;
8. Uncertainty in cost of equipment replacement, not only of the equipment itself but
the soft costs of installation, for example, due to restricted working hours, working at
night, etc.;

9. Poorly installed equipment/low quality components/poor quality construction that
could result in increased maintenance costs and unexpected need for replacement
outside of warranty period; and
10. Change in maintenance standards, procedures and safety standards such as
working hours.

3.4. Funding Risks
This section summarizes the risks faced by Metro in delivering the project within the
planned funding approach, specifically:
Variations in the timing of planned and programmed funding availability;
Changes in the amount of available Metro funds; and
=

The ability to secure requested amounts of Federal funding.

The following is a discussion of the specific risks associated with the various funding
sources that are currently planned for the Westside Subway Extension project.

3.4.1. FTA New Sfarts
With such a large component of the Project costs being funded from the federal New
Starts program, the status of that program and its overall funding levelpresent a
significant risk to the Project schedule and cost.
Prior to award of the FFGA the Project funding plan remains at risk of changes in both
the quantum and timing of agreed-upon funding amounts under the FTA News Starts
program. In its FY 2012 Transportation Appropriations bill, the House and Senate
increased funding to the New Starts program by $358 million for a total of $1.9 billion in
2012. Future funding levels remain unknown past FY 2012 at this time.
Given the current uncertainty surrounding a timeframe for a surface transportation
reauthorization bill in Congress and the unknown future budget for the New Starts
program, there may be limits imposed on the amount of annual FTA funding that Metro
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can receive both for individual projects and collectively as an agency for its other New
Starts projects.

Figure 6:FTA New Starts Annual Funding Amounts Assumed in Financial Plan
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The FTA has also indicated to Metro that an assumption of receipt of greater than $1 00
million in New Starts funding in any one year may be overly optimistic. The financial plan
assumes annual amounts exceeding $1 00 million in several years, ranging up to $323.6
million in FY 201 9. Amounts in excess of $1 00 million per year total $967.5 million, as
shown in Figure 6. To accommodate these annual limits, the total New Starts funding
amount for the Project may need to be drawn down over a longer period or may need
to be reduced below the current 38.6 percent share of total project costs.

3.4.2. Measure R
Measure R funds totaling $3,049.8 million have been programmed for the Project.
Measure R funds are dependent on the collection of the sales tax, driven by the local
economy. As a result, reduced sales tax receipts from a prolonged economic downturn
may impact Metro's ability to deliver the entirety of its Measure R transit program. An
indication of the recent volatility in sales tax revenues can be seen from the receipts for
Proposition A and Proposition C over the past 5 years.4

4

Refer to chart illustrating Proposition A and C, and Measure R sales tax receipts at

hiip~/~www.mer~o.nei~a~~~i~~n~CCi3~b~~aei-ifa~'3s/.
Accessed August 201 I .
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Figure 7: Sales Tax Receipts for Prop A and C
TOTAL PROPOSITION A & C receipts
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A large portion of the Measure R revenues are expected to be delivered early through
loan programs such as TlFlA or the proposed QTlBs in which the federal government is
anticipated to subsidize the cost of financing for the Project. The Project's accelerated
schedule under the "30110" initiative depends on the availability of these leveraging
mechanisms. The first drawdown of QTlBs proceeds for the Westside Subway Extension is
currently scheduled to occur in FY 2013, while TIFIA loan proceeds are contributed later
beginning FY 201 7. Without TIFIA or other proposed bond instruments, the schedule of
Measure R revenues would revert back to the adopted 2009 Long Range Transportation
Plan, which would deliver the project in three phases, with completion in FY 2036. Such
a schedule would likely also affect the Project cost, due to inflation and longer term
exposure to interest rate fluctuations.
The climate of fiscal austerity at the federal level and a reluctance to approve new
programs without offsetting revenue or budgetary cuts creates a considerable risk that
the QTlBs legislation either will not be enacted by Congress or that it may not offer a 100
percent interest rate subsidy sought by Metro. A bill has been introduced authorizing
the issuance of $50 Billion in bonds whose holders would receive federal income tax
credits rather than cash payments, but that legislation, the Transportation and Regional
Infrastructure Bonds (TRIP) Act of 201 1, has not been reported out of committee and its
fate is uncertain. Under these circumstances there is a risk of project cost overrun or
delay due to a potential requirement for reprogramming of project funds.

3.5. ECONOMIC RISKS
The uncertainty surrounding the ability to forecast inflation of costs and revenues over
the expected construction timing and operations life of the asset is a fundamental risk.
The impact of inflation is influenced by the timing of the expenditures and the demand
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for the underlying commodities and labor associated with the Project costs. Therefore,
the ability to deliver the Project within the funding plan will be impacted by:
Any delay to the Project schedule, whether to the start of construction or its
duration; and
Higher than projected increases in labor costs and commodities prices which
may result from the overheating of the labor market and the scarcity of certain
types of building materials as construction demand ramps up after this recession.
The current forecast construction cost inflation for the Project is 2% for 201 1 and 3% from
2012 to 2020.5 Evidence of the variability of forecasts has been provided below, where
data indicate that annual consumer price inflation has ranged between 4.99% and
0.54%6 within the last 10 fiscal years.
Figure 8: CPl Index for LA Region, CA, and National
Consumer Price lndexfor ail urban areas (CPI) - LA region, California and National
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Overall, the Project faces the risk that an economic recovery combined with the total
program demands on commodities and labor will lead to construction and operational
costs growing at a faster rate than currently planned by Metro.

SSource: Administrative FEISIFEIR May 201 1
6California Department of Finance data website
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83 PROCUREMENT OPTIONS ANALYSIS
This section presents the results of the analysis to compare Metro's current intended
procurement approach with several P3 alternative approaches using evaluation criteria
established by Metro. The sections below define each procurement alternative and
present the results of the analysis of each option with reference to a detailed matrix
included in Appendix A.
The procurement alternatives were developed using the conclusions from Task 3, more
recent project information and a detailed understanding of the project and its risks as
presented above. It is acknowledged that there may be other possible alternatives that
are variations of the alternatives presented below. The intention of this analysis was to
develop a limited number of initial alternatives that were significantly different in order
to illustrate the key advantages and disadvantages associated with them. Having
"screened" these alternatives, two were analyzed in more detail.
As a comparison against the Public Option, four procurement alternatives were initially
developed. The first was called the "Enhanced Public Option" as it represents an
incremental change in the Public Option. The other three were called "P3 Alternatives"
l , 2 and 3.
A summary of the Public Option and alternatives is shown in Table 8.

Table 8: Summary of Procurement Alternatives

x DBB Tunnels

1 x DB Stations

P3 Alternative 1

The initial development of alternatives assumed that operations and the
procurement/maintenance of vehicles would be excluded from all of the options. P3
Alternative 3 was developed as an exception to this rule for comparative purposes as
the implications of including O&M may apply to other projects in the future.
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Note that P3 Alternative 3 considers a broader scope than the other alternatives as it
contemplates the transfer of all maintenance work for the existing Red / Purple Line as
well as delivery and maintenance of the extension. For the Public Option and other
alternatives, Metro would continue to maintain the existing system as per current
arrangements.
Section 4.1 describes the Public Option. An analysis of the financial and economic risks
associated with this option is presented in Section 4.2.
Section 4.3 presents four initial alternative options and a narrative that explains the
reasons for selecting two of these alternatives for further analysis. Section 4.5 compares
the Public Option with the selected alternatives using Metro's evaluation criteria.

4.1. Definition of Public Option
The "public option'' is defined as Metro's intended procurement approach to delivering
the Project:'
The tunnels and station structural boxes are to be constructed under three
separate construction contracts following final design by Metro (design-bidbuild, DBB):
o

Contract 1 : Wilshire/Western station to WilshireILa Cienega tunnel
(including vent shaft) approximate value $637m;

o

Contract 2: Wilshire/La Cienega station to Century City station
approximate value $492m; and

o

Contract 3: Century City to end of line (including "mid line vent structure")
approximate value $471m.

Metro will design and procure the Tunnel Boring Machines and that there will be
two for each contract, six in total.
=

It is assumed that Metro will undertake preliminary utility relocation work under
separate specialist contracts and negotiate with public and private utility
owners.
The Division 20 Rail Yard expansion will be procured as a separate design-bidbuild (DBB) contract (Contract 4, approximate value $199m).
Station finishes will be procured as three separate design-build (DB) contracts
(Contracts 5,6 and 7, approximate values $214m, $267m and $367m).
Trackwork, systems and systems integration testing will be procured as one
design-build (DB) contract (Contract 8, approximate value $319m).
The Rail Operations Center and 104 new heavy rail vehicles will be procured
separately by Metro.

'Source: Potential Construction Contract Requirements, dated February 3, 201 1
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A Program Management / Construction Management team will be procured
separately by Metro.

Metro will operate the trains, signals, ticketing and other services as per existing
arrangements.
Metro will carry out all routine and preventive maintenance and asset
replacement of civil infrastructure, systems, signals and vehicles for the Project
and the existing Red / Purple Line.
In addition to the project delivery (cost and schedule) risks identified in Section 3
above, the Public Option procurement approach introduces additional commercial
and financial risks. On the positive side, however, the DBB option gives Metro full control
over Project design and allows it to control the timing and structure of all associated
financings.

4.2. Alternative Procurement Options
This section presents four initial alternative options followed by the reasons for selecting
two of these alternatives for further analysis. The next section then compares the Public
Option with the selected alternatives using Metro's evaluation criteria.

4.2.7. Enhanced Public Option
Description
The Enhanced Public Option proposes a single design-build (DB) contract for the design
and construction of the extension tunnels and station boxes and a single design-build
(DB) contract for the design and construction of all seven stations. Given the long lead
times for the design and procurement of tunnel boring machines, this option assumes
that Metro will continue to design the TBM to an advanced levels (>60%) and then
convey the design to the bidders.
Other components of the Project will be procured as per Metro's current intended
approach:
One DB Contract for track, sysfems and sysfems integration;
One DBB Contact for Rail Yard;
Program Management Oversight team procured separately;
Metro maintenance (all);
Vehicles procured separately;
Rail Operations Center developed separately; and
Metro responsible for operations.
Advantages and Disadvanfages
This alternative was developed to consider the potential advantages of combining the
tunnel and station contracts in larger packages. The primary benefits are to achieve
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greater economies of scale and to minimize the interface risk between contractors,
especially with respect to the construction of the tunnels in three segments. In order to
achieve Metro's proposed schedule for project delivery under 30110, this alternative
maintains the three segment approach, utilizing three sets of Tunnel Boring Machines
(TBMs).
The TBMs and tunnel lining could be designed to advanced levels by Metro's designers
but the design would be finalized by the DB contractor. This arrangement allows Metro
to continue with geotechnical investigations that minimize the level of risk associated
with unknown ground conditions. Metro would provide its design and geotechnical
information to bidders during the procurement of tunnel contractors, but the
contractors would be responsible for finalizing the design and for all delays and cost
overruns during construction itself. Metro undertaking this design and associated site
and geotechnical investigation mitigates the potential cost to Metro of the tunneling
risk transfer.
By allowing DB contractors to finalize design and construction methodology Metro
would also be allowing bidders to develop innovative approaches to key risk areas
such as site preparation, lay down areas, access points and public interfaces, as well as
design and construction methods.
A disadvantage of this approach is that the substantial contract size may limit the field

of competition, thereby having an upward effect on prices. The tunnel contract would
be in excess of $1 billion so joint ventures would have to be formed in order to achieve
the likely assumed levels of performance securities. But this is normal for the market for
large tunnels, and has the benefit that fewer contracts would be required to be
procured, managed and coordinated
This consolidation will reduce some interface risks, but will not eliminate them entirely.
For example, interface risk will still be present between the tunnel contractor and the
station and track contractors. Additionally, this option does not mitigate the significant
funding and financial risks that the Project faces.
A DB approach involves a departure from Metro's traditional DBB methodology for
tunnel construction. To successfully transfer risk to the contractor, it is important that the
bid specifications be open enough to encourage the contractor to employ innovation
in both design and construction means and methods. Should Metro require too many
specific design elements, the DB contractor will be unwilling to assume full design risk,
and Metro may find itself with a sub-optimal risk transfer. The DB contractors will also
resist accepting completion risk if they do not have the freedom to plan and execute
the work in the manner they deem most appropriate and efficient. It is likely that Metro
will require specialist support to develop the performance-based criteria and contract
documents for this type of DB work.
A further benefit of the strong DB contract is that it will allow Metro to transfer post

completion risk to the DB contractor, in the form of a long term warranty. Recent
examples of this are included in Table 9 below.lt is worth mentioning that the
concessionaire for the Port of Miami tunnel project obtained an extended 10 year
warranty in addition to the 2 year construction warranty.
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Table 9: Warranty Provisionsin Various Design-BuildTunnelITrenchContracts

WSDOT
Alaskan Way
Viaduct

20 10
Toil Tunnel

Standard designbuild warranty.

Two year period for the
tunnel structure, the tunnel
approach structure and all
systems, equipment,
fixtures and other tunnel
appurtenances.
Warranty period for all
other work is the later of (a)
one year after physical
completion or (b) final
acce~tance.

No warranty
bonds, but
performance
bond covers
warranty work

MAT
concessionaire
Port of Miami
Tunnel Project8

2009
Underwater
tunnel, bridge
widening and
roadway
improvements

A. General
obligation to
correct all
nonconforming or
defective work
B. Additional
warranty (through
expiration of
extended ten year
warranty period)
that as of
substantial
completion, the
tunnel and the
other primary
components of the
Project will be safe
and designed and
constructed in
accordance with
the technical
requirements of the
concession
agreement.

Two year warranty on all
work
Extended ten year
warranty (commencing
upon expiration of two
year warranty) on:
(a) defects or
nonconformingwork
related to all Structural
Elements? and
(b) that tunnel and other
primary components of the
Project will be safe and
designed and constructed
in accordance with
concession agreement
technical requirements.

Performance
security (1 0%
letter of credit)
to remain in
place through
initial two year
warranty
period.
Parent
company
guaranty
secures designbuilder
obligations
during
extended
warranty
period.

8

Pursuant to concession agreement with Florida DOT.
Structural Elements are defined as "foundations, columns, walls, floors, beams, slabs, tunnel and bridge
structures, tunnel lining, roof supporting structures, roofs, roads and other internal and external loadbearing structures essential to the stability or strength of the Project"
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Southern
Nevada Water
Authority
Lake Mead
Intake No. 3
Shafts and
Tunnel

2007
Underwater
tunnel

2002
City of Reno
ReTRAC Project Depressed
railway

Alameda
Corridor
Transportation
Authority
Mid-Corridor
Design-Build
Project

Alaska DOT
Whittier Access
Project, Tunnel
Segmentlo

1998
Street and rail

Tunnel
modification

General warranty
that work will
comply with
contract
documents.

Two years.

Performance
bond remains in
effect through
two year
correction
period, subject
to DesignBuilder's right to
reduce the
amount.

Standard designbuild wanranty.
Warranties not
applicable to
railroad work.

Five year period for
warranties regarding water
tightness.
One year warranty for all
other elements of the
Project

No warranty
bonds, but
performance
bond covers
warranty work

Standard designbuild warranty
For the bypass
tracklstorage track
design, warranty of
fitness for use is not
applicable and
warranty against
defects is limited to
construction
defects, and the
period.

One year after the Final
Acceptance Date or such
longer term as may be
required under an
applicable City Agreement
or Utility Agreement(s).

Performance
bond to remain
in place until
one year after
Final
Acceptance

Performance
warranty for major
systems.
Design-builder was
required to
complete
performance
testing to validate
design and
oerformance
criteria prior to
~pening
the tunnel
to traffic

Two years (contract
provided for an extended
warranty as well as a two
year operation period).

No information
available

loproject information based on SEP-14 evaluation report.
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systems, equipment,
fixtures and other tunnel

for all other Work.
bond amount.

4.2.2. P3 Alternative 7
Description
P3 Alternative 1 proposes a single DB contract for the design and construction of the
extension tunnels and station boxes and a separate, single DBFM contract for the
design, construction and maintenance of stations, track, systems and systems
integration.
The DBFM contract includes a single contract for design, construction, and
maintenance of all non-rolling stock components over a proposed 30-year period. The
length of the concession term is based on recent market precedent for transit P3s in the
United States, calibrated to fall within the maximum loan repayment term of 35 years
under the TlFlA program, which would likely form an integral component of any P3
financing strategy, but ultimately limited by the sunsetting of Measure R in 2040. Under
the DBFM option, the Private Partner would be responsible for providing financing at the
appropriate time for a portion of the design and construction costs. As with both the
Public and the Enhanced Public Options, Metro would retain responsibility for funding
ROW acquisition, advance utility relocations, and vehicle contracts.

The Private Partner would also be responsible for maintenance of all passenger stations,
track, civil works, including tunnels, aerial structures, elevators/escalators, as well as
communication systems.
The level of service would be defined in the DBFM contract for preservation of civil
works and systems in a state of good repair over the concession period and
enforceable via contractually specified penalties and/or withholding of availability
payments.

'Pursuant to public-private partnership agreement with NJDOT, SJTA.
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Other components of the Project would be procured similarly to Metro's current
intended approach:
One DBB Contact for Rail Yard;
Program Management Oversight team procured separately;
Metro maintenance of tunnels and vehicles;
Vehicles procured separately;
Rail Operations Center developed separately; and
Metro responsible for operations.

Advantages and Disadvantages
This alternative is similar to the Enhanced Public Optionfor the delivery of the tunnels
and station boxes so the advantages and disadvantages such as reduced interface
risk, construction methodology, and use of land and easements for lay down areas are
similar to those described above.
The introduction of DBFM for station fit-outs, track, systems and systems integration is a
significant change from the Enhanced Public Option due to the transfer of
maintenance responsibilities to the same entity that is responsible for its design and
construction. The design and construction part of the contract would be similar to the
Enhanced Public Option, which also combines these parts of the Project into one large
contract package, thereby resulting in similar advantages and disadvantages to those
described above.
The added scope of maintenance in this alternative is limited to activities that could
mostly be performed from the stations during system closures. Direct access via stations
instead of from the rail yard is an advantage because the rail yard is approximately six
miles from the start of the Project and is mostly used for vehicle maintenance rather
than infrastructure and systems maintenance. Additional market soundings would be
required to determine if high-rail activities could be cost-effectively added to the
maintenance scope.
The introduction of private finance allows Metro to change the way it funds the project
and reduces some of the funding risks associated with the project. Instead of Metro
providing all of the funds up-front, it could seek to enter into a contract with a Private
Partner to finance that portion of the project not funded by grant money. Typically,
Metro would pay the Private Partner a lump sum completion payment when the
stations open and the system is operational, covering some or all of the capital cost of
the construction, followed by annual payments over the remainder of the contract
term covering any unpaid capital investment, maintenance expenses, debt service if
any, and return on equity. Both types of payment would be closely linked to
contractual performance requirements and deductions would be made if
performance targets were not met.
This optionwould be designed and developed assuming life-cycle risk transfer meaning
thatthe Private Partner has a strong incentive to design and construct the Project in a
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way that maximizes maintenance efficiencies and reduces costs. A significant
advantage to Metro is that it has certainty of maintenance costs for the duration of the
contract because they are part of the payment to the Private Partner and agreed
during the procurement. Metro therefore transfers the risk of maintenance cost
escalation and benefits from a contractually enforceable program of regular and
periodic maintenance performedaccording to specifications.
One of the potential impediments to this approach is the potential lack of US market
capacity, including the availability of performance and payment securities. As this is a
new concept, the potential size of Metro's program including all of the Westside
stations, track, systems and system integration, could well exceed the market capacity.
A structured program of industry outreach if the best way to determine the market
interest level. If this interest proved to be insufficient, the approach could be adjusted
to separate the stations from the track, systems and systems integration (which should
always be kept as one package). A further separation could package the stations into
two or even three contracts but this would reduce the potential for economies of scale
and bulk purchasing agreements. It would also introduce more interfaces between
contractors and limit the ability of those Private Partners to make up for any schedule
delays that may still occur. A single Private Partner has much more flexibility in making
up for schedule delays on one part of a large Project by allocating its resources to
another part until the cause of delay has been resolved.
To avoid potential duplication of maintenance staff and communications and safety
equipment with Metro, a clear matrix of responsibilities would need to be developed
and included in the contract documents. The general preference to avoid a potential
interface between Metro employees and those hired by the Private Partner
accordingly limits the types of non-vehicle maintenance activities that can be
performed.
Metro would need specialist support for developing contract documents, in particular
for the development of performance specifications for the maintenance work.
Finally, the separation of maintenance work for stations, track and systems within the 9
mile extension from the rest of the RedIPurple Line system creates an additional
interface risk. Within the stations the risk is probably low as they are relatively isolated
facilities, but the maintenance of signals and systems would have to be carefully
planned and defined in the contract documents for this alternative to work.

Description

P3 Alternative 2 proposes a single DBFM contract for the design, construction and
maintenance of the extension including tunnels, sfation boxes, stations, track, systems
and systems integration. The DBFM contract will include responsibility for routine
maintenance, preventive maintenance and replacement of wayside infrastructure
(including tunnels, stations and track), signals and systems over a 30-year period. Its
terms and general structure are described in the P3 Alternative 1, above.
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Other components of the Project will be procured as per Metro's current intended
approach:
One DBB Contact for Rail Yard;
Program Management Oversight team procured separately;

=

Metro maintenance of vehicles;

=

Vehicles procured separately;
Rail Operations Center developed separately; and

=

Metro responsible for operations.

Advantages and Djsadvantages
P3 Alternative 2 is a significantly larger contract than P3 Alternative 1 and is likely to be
in excess of current single-project capacity for performance surety. The alternative is
therefore excluded from comparison with the Public Option and Enhanced Public
Option.
The main advantages of this larger contract for the design, construction, financing and
maintenance of the entire Project (except for the rail yard) include: increased
economies of scale by combining the construction of stations with tunnels; increased
opportunities for innovation in design and construction, in particular with respect to
construction methodology such as optimum use of lay down areas and more
opportunities for schedule acceleration; enhanced interface risk reduction by making
one contractor team responsible for a larger amount of the project; significant transfer
of completion risk due to a likely payment structure that includes strict performance
based requirements and therefore additional oversight from lenders; increased
certainty of future maintenance costs for more of the Project and ensuring a life cycle
approach to design, construction and maintenance; and ability to reduce financing
risks.
The alternative also has a number of disadvantages, including that theincreased scope
of infrastructure maintenance would likely require access to the rail yard which is also
(and predominantly) used by Metro for vehicle maintenance and the maintenance of
the rest of the RedIPurpie line. This creates an interface between Metro and the Private
Partner that may make monitoring of compliance with performance measurement
more difficult. A potentially increased level of duplication of staff, communications and
safety equipment will be required for operations and maintenance. Metro will still have
to provide staff and equipment for operations as this is retained, but the Private Partner
would also need separate staff and equipment for maintenance, especially within the
stations. Construction contract interface risk would be largely transferred but there
would still be maintenance interface risks between the Project and the existing
RedIPurple line at WilshireIWestern station location; this interface would need to be
carefully defined in the contract documents.
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Description

PPP Alternative 3 proposes a single design-build-finance-maintain (DBFM)contract for
the design, construction and maintenance of the extension including tunnels, station
boxes, stations, track, systems and systems integration as per Alternative 2 plus handing
over responsibility for maintenance of the existing Red and Purple Line including tunnels,
stations, track and systems for a 30-year period.

The contract would include the design, construction and maintenance of the Rail Yard
expansion and handover of the entire facility to the Concessionaire. Vehicle
maintenance would be included for existing and new vehicles. The contract would
include responsibility for routine maintenance, preventive maintenance and
replacement of all wayside infrastructure (including tunnels, stations and track),
vehicles, signals and systems over a 30-year period.
Metro will continue to operate the trains, ticket machines and other direct customer
services. A sub option proposes including the procurement of 104 new vehicles into the
same contract. Other assumptions are:
Program Management Oversight team procured separately.
Rail Operations Center developed separately.
Advantaws and Disadvantages

Alternative 3 is an even larger contract than Alternative 2 so it has also been excluded
from the evaluation comparison in the next section. A brief discussion is included here
to introduce the concept and address its main advantages and disadvantages.
Some of the advantages extend from the previously discussed alternatives such as
increased economies of scale, reduced interfaces between contractors, ability to
introduce innovation etc. The primary additional benefit to Alternative 3 is that it
removes the maintenance interface between the Project and the rest of the Red /
Purple line. This significantly reduces the risk of operational conflicts at the rail yard since
the Private Partner would be entirely responsible for its operation, including the
construction of the expansion. Metro may continue to have some access to the rail
yard (such as for driver facilities or other operational needs) but the yard would
otherwise be leased to the Private Partner for the duration of the DBFM contract.
Another significant difference is that by including vehicle maintenance in the scope of
the contract the Private Partner would be better able to manage the wheel-rail
interface risk that is critical to the maintenance of track and vehicles. Closer
coordination between the maintenance of these two parts of the system should result in
lower maintenance costs over the long term and may extend asset life as well.
The disadvantages are primarily due to contract size and the organizational impacts
that this option would have within an agency that does not currently contract out any
transit operations or significant levels of infrastructure / vehicle maintenance. There is no
precedent for this structure in the US and there are clearly potential risks to whoever
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takes on the pioneering role. The transfer of existing operations and maintenance
would require significant levels of due diligence in order to get a fixed price contract
that does not include very high contingencies. The challenge of crafting and then
enforcing performance standards for high-volume daily transit service would also
require significant expertise and management time and attention, as well as
stakeholder buy-in. Metro would have to work very closely with industry over an
extended procurement period to develop a "bankable" project. Significanflevels of
advice and support may be required for this level of planning and development.
A further complication would be the need to renegotiate labor agreements for existing
infrastructure and vehicle maintenance. Preliminary discussions with Metro have
indicated that there may be flexibility with new systems but that it would be very
difficult to negotiate existing work.However, it may be possible for a ''Project Labor
Agreement" (PLA)to be negotiated and to include job protection over the term of
existing labor agreements whereby the Private Partner accommodafes certain
elements of the agreements and introduces new benefits such as increased levels of
training.

4.3. Analysis of Selected Procurement Alternatives
Following the analysis presented in Section 4.2, it was determined that the Enhanced
Public Option and P3 Alternative 1 would be taken forward for comparison against the
Public Option. The table below summarizes the alternatives taken forward for
evaluation.
Table10: Public Option and Selected Alternatives

3 x DB Stations

1 x DB Stations

The comparison below is based on Metro's established evaluation criteria.
In order to focus the analysis, the evaluation criteria have been applied primarily to: ( 1 )
the construction of the tunnels and station boxes; and, (2) system maintenance. These
two aspects were selected following the identification of key risks in the previous
sections.
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4.3.1. Crifeaia 1: Achieve Most Cost-Effective Use of Public Funds
Price certainty:The Public Option allows Metro to gain a better understanding of the
cost of tunnel construction as it will be undertaking 100%design before going out to bid,
but history has shown that the bid prices are usually significantly less than the final
construction cost due to scope changes and claims. The Enhanced Public Option
transfers more completion risk to the contractor along with responsibility for final design
and DB contracts are typically much more restrictive on allowable claims. With the
Enhanced Public Option and P3 Alternative 1, fixed prices will be agreed when the
contracts are signed. As long as the contracts transfer appropriate levels of risk, this
transfer should not result in significant levels of contingency added to prices.
Economies of scale:The Enhanced Public Option and P3 Alternative 1 should achieve
economies of scale due to the smaller number of contracts for the same scope of work.
The difference between the Enhanced Public Option and P3 Alternative 1 is likely to be
minimal since the only difference is the inclusion of track and systems with the station fitout work and these involve different sorts of materials and equipment. There may be a
diseconomy of scale in P3 Alternative 1 with respect to maintenance work as Metro has
the advantage of maintaining the rest of the RedIPurple Line system. This means they
already have equipment and labor in place so the addition of 9 miles may not result in
a proportional increase in cost to Metro. The P3 Alternative 1 Private Partner would
need to have its own equipment and labor.
Leveraging funds and access fo alternatives:P3 Alternative 1 includes sources of private
debt and equity that are repaid over the contract period. This additional financing
mechanism may be a significant benefit to Metro although a determination of costeffectiveness would need to be made based on a quantitative comparison between
this and the Public Option. The Public Option and the Enhanced Public Option do not
allow for private sources of finance.

4.3.2. Criteria 2: Accelerate Projecf Delivery
Schedule certainly:The use of DB contracts in the Enhanced Public Option and P3
Alternative 1 should provide more certainty to Metro that the construction phase of the
Project will be completed on time compared to the DBB contracts envisaged in the
Public Option. Fewer contracts in the Enhanced Public Option and the P3 Alternative 1
may result in fewer conflicts between contractors and allow the contractors that have
a larger scope of work to adjust their work around difficulties and make up for lost time
by advancing another part of the Project.
Acceleration:The Project is currently undergoing Preliminary Engineering so it is not too
late to choose an alternative procurement option without delaying the schedule. The
Enhanced Public Option will take longer to procure because performance
specifications will have to be developed, but once this is done the construction
schedule may be compressed if the contractor is able to start preliminary work while
design is still under way. This, however, is limited by the long lead time and critical path
nature of TBM design and manufacture. The P3 Alternative 1 may require additional
time to develop P3 procurement documents and time for proposers to develop their
technical and financial submissions. However, Metro would be able to leverage P3
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procurement documentation and processes developed in both California and other
jurisdictions to reduce this timescale.

4.3.3. Criteria 3: Optimize Risk Tmnsfer
Avallabillfy of information to price riskThe Public Option will generate the most
information prior to tunnel construction, because Metro and its engineers will complete
final design. A similar level of technical data could be made available for the
Enhanced Public Option and the P3 Alternative 1, but it would be left to the Private
Partner to interpret the data in its design so as to transfer the risk of design away from
Metro. Under the P3 Alternative 1, the Private Partner's ability to price the long-term cost
of maintenance and thus transfer that risk away from Metro will depend heavily on how
well the contract terms define and measure performance and allocate responsibility for
consequential responses to actions of others, including Metro's service levels and its
responsibility to maintain rolling stock.
Ability to measure performance:The Public Option and the Enhanced Public Option will
result in similar levels of risk transfer, but the use of several contractors in the Public
Option may make it more difficult to establish fault if a claim arises, particularly at the
physical interfaces between contractors. The use of DBB in the Public Option may make
it difficult to establish whether a problem on site is due to the design or to the
construction methodology. The Enhanced Public Option and the P3 Alternative 1
combine these activities and transfer them to a single entity which eliminates the
problem. The inclusion of some maintenance services in the P3 Alternative 1 will require
clear definition of scope andaccess to and use of facilities in the contract documents.
The relatively small level of maintenance proposed - compared to the other P3
Alternatives -should make it easier to isolate and measure performance because the
Partner will not need to utilize the rail yard.
Ease of contract document developmenkThe Public Optionwill be the most straightforward contract to develop as Metro has extensive experience of DBB for tunnels. The
Enhanced Public Option and the DB part of the P3 Alternative 1 may call on more
recent experience from DB projects such as the Eastside Extension. Including private
finance, a long term agreement and transfer of maintenance risk will make the P3
Alternative 1 a much more complex procurement option so will require significant
amounts of new work in preparing the contract documents. Experience can be drawn
from other Agencies that have implemented similar approaches such as Denver RTD,
and from expert technical, business and financial advisers
Flexibility to enable innovation:The Public Option allows for some innovation in
construction methodology but this will be limited at the time of bidding because 100%
design plans will have already been prepared. The Enhanced Public Option and the P3
Alternative 1 allow potential Private Partners much more latitude in developing design
and construction options during both the procurement and implementation phases
and may result in lower cost to Metro. P3 Alternative 1 is the only option that provides
incentives for a single entity to take a life cycle view of system components and to try
and reduce the overall cost of the installation and maintenance over a long period.
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Compatibility with regu8alions:The Enhanced Public Option and the P3 Alternative 1
propose much larger contracts than the Public Option and are likely to attract
international competition, which may require a heightened scrutiny to ensure
compliance with federal, state and local regulations and laws they may be less familiar
with. However, as most international firms in this market have US subsidiaries and partner
with US firms, this should not be a major concern. There should not be any major
differences between the alternatives for environmental impacts, green construction
policies, sustainability etc.
Availability of performance and payment securities:As discussed in Section 3.2, this
presents a major challenge for all large contracts, and will particularly do so for the P3
Alternative 1 which contemplates only two contracts for the delivery of approximately
$4bn of construction work. It will be the least difficult for the Public Option, as its
contract packages are the smallest. As the tunnel contract in the Enhanced Public
Option is likely to be larger than $1 bn, this may also present insurance difficulties.
Current surety market conditions indicaie that bonding availability above $250 million
per contract is highly limited. There are other performance options, such as joint
ventures or acceptance of corporate guarantees or letters of credit in lieu of
commercial sureties that can mitigate this issue.

4.3.4. Criferla 4: Ensure Asset Quality throughout Life Cycle
Extent of life cycle risk transfer:The Public Option and the Enhanced Public Option do
not transfer any maintenance performance or cost risk away from Metro. P3 Alternative
1 transfers a limited amount of maintenance cost and replacement cost risk for track
and system components as well as station equipment. The scope of this is largely
mechanical and electrical equipment which typically has a life cycle (or obsolescence
shelf life) of under 25 years. P3 Alternative 1, a proposed 30-year DBFM contract, would
allow Metro to transfer the performance risk of the system elementsover the term of the
contract, requiring the Private Partner to maintain, replace and even upgrade all
component parts. If maintenance or replacement costs rise steeply in the next 30 years,
Metro would have protection under the P3 Alternative 1 but not under thepublic Option
or the Enhanced Public Option.

4.3.5. Criteria 5: Provide Highest- Quality Service for the Traveling Public
Ability to achieve and measure operational performance/quality: None of the
alternatives contemplate any transfer of operations responsibility or risk away from
Metro. However, P3 Alternative 1 would include some customer service aspects such as
maintenance of station facilities like elevators and escalators. P3 Alternative 1 would
include strict performance requirements that could be linked to payments so that if, for
example, an escalator was out of service for a certain period of time, the contractor
would not be paid its full amount until the escalator was back in operation. The
contractor would therefore have a strong incentive to keep such equipment
operational to meet customer service objectives. This level of accountability is not
featured in alternatives the Public Option or the Enhanced Public Option.
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5.0 P3 FINANCING OPTIONS
This section describes the components of private finance used in P3 projects and the
current P3 financial market.

5.1. Summary of Sources for the Proposed P3 Option
Under theDBFM approach the Private Partner would be compensated with a
contractually fixed annual payment for the maintenance of the project, the repayment
of debt and a return to the equity provider. That payment would be increased annually
to reflect changes in an agreed-upon inflation rate and could be decreased by
adjustments for failure to meet contractual obligations regarding service quality or
availability of the asset.
Under the P3 Alternative 1, a portion of the project capital cost would be paid for by
the Private Partner, and repaid over the life of the contract term in the form of an
availability payment. Unlike a user-fee based project, where revenues are paid by users
and demand risk is transferred to the private developer, under an availability payment
structures the payments would be paid over time from Metro funds (such as Measure R
sales tax revenues).

5.2. Options for Private Finance
Sources of available finance include bank loans, Private Activity Bonds and TlFlA (for
transport related projects). These are discussed below.

5.2.7. Bank Debt
Due to the dominance of tax-exempt financing in the US, the use of bank debt in US P3
transportation deals has been limited. In December 201 0, the Long Beach Court
Building, a social infrastructure P3 deal, reached financial close using a short term bank
loan and a year prior to that Port of Miami Tunnel reached financial close using a bank
facility of $342 million combined with TlFlA finance of $341 million. Shorter tenors on
bank debt mean that this form of capital carries a greater refinancing risk than a bond;
however, it does have the advantages that proceeds are drawn periodically, as
required, avoiding "negative carry" interest costs. Closing can also be a simpler task,
and usually requires no third-party ratings. But it is important to note that bank debt may
belimited in its availability in the short term due in part to the European debt crisis which
could restrict the amount of finance that could be raised for a project of this scale.
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Figure 9: Major Sources of Funds for Transportation P3 Deals 2007 2010 (shown in $
billions)
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5.2.2. Private Activity Bonds (PABs)
PABs are tax-exempt bonds issued through a conduit established by a state or local
government agency for the purpose of funding eligible expenditures, the proceeds of
which may be used by one or more private entities for a qualified project. At this time
USDOT is reporting approved PAB allocations of $5.9 billion, with $2.2 billion already
issued, out of legal maximum of $1 5 billion. Recentiy, Presidio Parkway in Northern
California received an allocation of $592 million and ihe Eagle P3 transit project in
Denver, Colorado reached financial close on $397 million in PABs debt in August 2010.
PABs offer an all-in cost of bond debt that can be less expensive than bank debt; as
well as a long-dated solution that removes refinancing risk for the private developer.
The use of a PAB issue includes several constraints includingthe requirement to meet
federal standards, to spend 95%of funds within 5 years and the requirement to comply
with arbitrage rules on invested funds. Funds can only be spent on new assets.

5.2.3. Transportation Infrastructure Financing Innovation Act VIFIA)
The USDOT awards credit assistance for transportation projects to eligible applicants,
which include state departments of transportation, transit operators, special authorities,
local governments and private entities. There are several benefits and challenges
associated with TlFlA assistance summarized below:
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=

A low cost of debt (SLGS rate plus one basis point) - 4.38%for a 35-year loan as
at July 7th, 201 1;12

=

Repayment terms which include accrual of interest and principal to allow
projects to overcome early operations phase cash flow constraints;
Demand exceeds funding supply, therefore applications are on a competitive
basis;
Funds are available periodically and may therefore impact project schedule;
Funds permitted are limited to 33% of eligible project costs;
An investment grade rating is required for facilities senior to the TlFlA loan; and
The TlFlA office requires the loan to carry a "springing' lien in the event of
bankruptcy such that TlFlA debt ranks paripassu with senior.

The two-year reauthorization bill recently reported out of committee (S. 1813, or MAP21) contains numerous changes to TlFlA that would have the effect of making more
funds available for more projects under a streamlined application process. That bill's
passage is not certain, however.

In general, sources of private equityfor P3 transactions include financial institutions,
pension funds, private developers and infrastructure funds. Equity providers typically
provide the smaller share of funding, as compared to debt. For example, the Eagle P3
equity component was $54 million, against $397 million in debt (or a 14%debt to equity
ratio). Equity providers are paid a return after project costs, debt service and any
taxation costs have been paid. As a result, returns to equity providers are varied and
due to this increased risk of repayment providers of equity require a higher cost of
funds.
Under the P3 Alternative 1, the Private Partner will contribute a portion of the project
costs as equity, and expect to achieve a return on it. That return is at risk for the life of
the contract, as the Private Partner's equity stake has long-term exposure through the
maintenance period. This helps to maintain rigorous standards of performance due to
concession conditions penalizing the equity investor if the standards fall below
predetermined levels. The loss of equity would be the result of deductions being made
from the availability payment for non-compliance of performance standards.
The equity investor would also have exposure through life-cycle expenditure if
increased capital replacement programs are required earlier in the asset life due to
lack of routine maintenance or poor construction quality.

'2Source: FHWA TlFlA website
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5.3, Recent Precedent $3 Transactions
Several P3 transactions have been completed in the US despite financial market
conditions over the last few years. Over $1 2 billion in transportation infrastructure deals
have reached financial close since fall 2007. Most recently the transit P3 market has
witnessed the successful financial close of Denver's $1.6 billion Eagle P3 project. The
Denver RTD transferred the design, build, finance, maintenance and operational
responsibilities for the development of a total of approximately 35 miles of commuter
light rail in and around Denver, adding connectivity between Denver International
Airport and Denver Union station and including rolling stock procurement and
maintenance facility development.
The project was awarded as an availability deal by Denver RTD to a consortium
including Balfour Beatty, Macquarie, Fluor, Uberior Fund and John Laing plc. The
financial structure of developed by the consortium included $54 million in equity
(provided by Fluor, Uberior Fund and John Laing plc) and $397 million in Private Activity
Bonds.13More than $1 billion in construction funds came from a full funding grant from
FTA.
For the completion of the DBFOM the consortium will be reimbursed with construction
payments of over $1 billion during the design-build period and service payments
(availability payments) during the operations period. The availability payments have
been structured over a 35-year termI4and are subject to deductions based on service
and availability. The availability payment has been divided into two components - an
operations and maintenance component which requires appropriation by the District,
and a second component payable from and secured by a subordinate lien on the RTD
sales tax revenues.15

13Source: InfraDeals
I4Source:InfraDeals
l5RTD PAB Offering Statement
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Westside Subway Extension project faces significant technical, commercial and
funding risks as has already been well established by Metro, its environmental and
design consultants and the Federal Transit Administration PMO consultants. This business
plan summarizes key risk areas and develops several potential alternative delivery
options that could help Metro to manage those risks in a cost effective way. As
discussed in previous reports, opfimal risk transfer will help Metro to deliver its projects
more efficiently. A range of risk transfer options were considered in this report and
analyzed against Metro's P3 Program goals and evaluation criteria.
Four initial alternatives were developed from an analysis of project delivery risks and a
consideration of how those risks could best be managed. A wide variety of risk transfer
options were consideredincluding: an increased use of design-build with larger
construction packages to reduce interfaces; the transfer of different levels of
maintenance responsibility combined with private finance and performance based
availability payments; complete transfer of the new and existing Red and Purple Lines
to a private sector maintenance company as part of a large package that is privately
financed and repaid using Measure R and other funds.
The P3 Alternative 2 option to transfer significant levels of maintenance risk was
eliminated from further analysis, primarily due to the difficulty of separating private
maintenance from the maintenance of the rest of the facility when the rail yard is
located so far from the Project. Infrastructure maintenance would require shared use of
the rail yard and could result in performance measurement difficulties, making it difficult
to clearly establish the necessary performance based payment mechanism.
The P3 Alternative 3 option to transfer the maintenance of the existing system was
dropped from further analysis due to the magnitude of the organizational change that
Metro would have to undertake to make it a success. Although there are potential risk
transfer benefits to this approach, it would significantly delay the delivery of the
extension and that is counter to Metro's desire to accelerate the Project.
Two remaining options include:
The Enhanced Public Option proposesa single DB contract for the design and
construction of tunnels and station boxes and a single DB contract for the design and
construction of all seven stations. Tunnel and tunnel boring machine design would be
taken to advanced levels by Metro due to the long lead time for fabrication of the TBM.
In addition to including larger packages than the Public Option, the Enhanced Public
Option could include long term warranties with liability coverage which would be in
accordance with best industry practice and minimize the post completion risk to Metro.
P3 Alternative 1includesa single DB contract for the design and construction of tunnels
and station boxes and a separate, single DBFM contract for the design, construction
and maintenance of stations, track, systems and systems integration. The DBFM
contract would include responsibility for routine maintenance, preventive maintenance
and replacement of signals and systems over a 30-year period.
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These options were analyzed against the P3 Program goals andevaluation criteria
developed by Metro:
Achieve most cost-effective use of public funds.
Accelerate project delivery.
Optimize risk transfer.
Ensure asset quality throughout the life cycle.
Provide highest-quality service for the traveling public.
Each option was shown to have some merit but also potential challenges, but the P3
Alternative 1 performed best against Metro's stated goals.
The Enhanced Public Option was shown to perform better against the evaluation
criteria than the Public Option, in particular with respect to the optimization of risk
transfer. The Enhanced Public Option would allow additional transfer of critical risks such
as ground conditions and general tunnel construction performance to the contractor,
allowing Metro to gain cost and schedule certainty for the tunnel contract(s).It does
not, however, accelerate project delivery over the Public Option, and there is likely to
be minimal improvement on life cycle quality or service to the traveling public since
neither option contains any maintenance risk transfer.
The Enhanced Public Option should allow Metro to achieve a more cost-effective use
of public funds, since contingency amounts set aside for claims can be reduced due to
the fixed price nature of the proposed DB contracts. Neither Public Option involves any
form of private financing but the Enhanced Public Option may provide Metro with more
assurance that its funding will match the profile of construction with less concern over
delays and cost-overruns. The Enhanced Public Option maintains the current schedule
presumed in the Public Option.
P3 Alternative 1 was shown to have significant benefits when analyzed against Metro's
stated evaluation criteria. Its DB and DBFM contractsaccomplish a similar level of risk
transfer for the construction elements of the project as do the two Public Options, but it
advances this concept further into the maintenance of stations, track and systems. P3
Alternative 1 maintains the current schedule presumed by the Public Option.

P3 Alternative 1 allows the introduction of private sources of finance for a substantial
part of the project, allowing Metro more flexibility between up front funding
requirements and funds that may be leveraged. The later availability of Measure R
funds may make private sources of finance an attractive option for this Project. The
downside of using private finance is that it comes typically at a higher cost of capital,
which can be outweighed by effective risk transfer to the Private Partner in the long
term.
An additional benefit of the P3 Alternative 1 is certainty of maintenance costs over
thecontract period and added incentives for performance due to the potential for a
performance based payment mechanism and the need by the Private Partner to
achieve anticipated equity returns.
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In conclusion, the objective analysis of delivery options against Metro's program goals
indicates that P3 Alternative 1 is more likely to meet those goals than the Public Option
or the Enhanced Public Option.
The primary reasons are:
the introduction of private finance to accelerate the project by leveraging
future revenues and allowing funding flexibility;
optimal transfer of delivery risk for construction and long term maintenance of
certain components; and,
improved assurance of asset quality through the life cycle of those selected
components.
P3 Alternative 1 allows Metro to benefit from private sources of finance while offsetting
the higher cost of capital against life cycle efficiencies gained from the bundling of
design, construction and maintenance services.
In order to mitigate the cost of the risk transfer, particularly for the tunnel design, it is
recommended that Metro continue with design, site and geotechnical investigation to
a greater level of detail than would normally be expected from a DBFM procurement.
Several issues need to be considered further to validate this conclusion. Metro's needs
may change over time due to internal and external influences -for example, there may
be further changes in the quantum and timing of public funding and Metro's ability to
raise municipal debt finance that make P3 more or less attractive. Metro may
undertake further analysis on the use of design-build contracts for tunneling work and
the outsourcing of asset maintenance work - both of which are core requirements for
P3 Alternative 1 to be implemented.
P3 Alternative 1 represents a step change in procurement policy as Metro has no prior
experience of the design-build-finance-maintain approach. Although this analysis
present several potential advantages of the approach, experience in other jurisdictions
indicates that P3 benefits increase over time as more experience is gained. Metro may
be able to work towards the full DBFM approach by implementing and learning from
incremental changes.
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NEXT STEPS
It is recommended that Metro consider the following steps to further establish the
delivery options that are likely to best meet its program goals:
1. Approve selected option(s) for further analysis

2. Develop a more detailed definition of the delivery option based on latest
technical information from Metro Planning and Construction

3. Carry out a quantitative analysis of construction costs, schedule, maintenance
costs and funding / finance assumptions to establish project feasibility under the
selected delivery option
4. Conduct targeted industry outreach through one-on-ones with selected

developers and industry forums to establish market interest and capacity for the
selected delivery option(s)
5. Use quantitative data and industry outreach feedback to further refine and
improve the definition of the delivery option; activities may include a
commercially focused risk workshop and the development of a formal Request
for Interest
6. Prepare a comprehensive Business Case for the selected option that quantifies
the costs and benefits to Metro of pursuing the selected delivery option
compared with the most likely alternative
7. Present the Business Case for Board approval and (assuming approval is
granted) issue a Request for Qualifications
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Appendix A: ProcurementOptions Analysis

Description

Contract packages as defined by LA
Metro in documentation available at
the time of the analysis:
3 NO.DBB Contracts for tunnels
and station box excavations
3 No. DB Contracts for station fit
outs
1 No. DB Contract for track,
systems and systems integration
1 No. DBB Contact for Rail Yard
e
Program Management /
Construction Management team
procured separately
* Vehicles procured separately
ROC developed separately
Metro maintenance (all)
Metro operations

As per PO but with one single DB
contract for tunnel and station box
excavations and one single DB
contract for all seven station fit outs.
Tunnel Boring Machines taken to
advanced levels of design (>60%Jby
Metro due to long lead time for
manufacture.

.

Approximate Contract
Values
Real Dollars (2010)
Maintenance and
replacement costs are
for the Extension only
and for Non Vehicle
Maintenance only
Not adjusted for risk or
efficiency

Tunnel contract 1
Tunnel contract 2

1 $637m / Tunnels contract
1 $492m 1 Stations contract

Tunnel contract 3

1I $4711~1

Stat~oncontract 1

1 $283m

Station contract 2
Station contract 3

Same packaging for other
components:
1 No. DB Contract for frack.
systems and systems integration
0
1 No. DBB Contact for Rail Yard
Program Management Oversight
team procured separately
Vehicles procured separately
c
ROC developed separately
Metro maintenance (all)
0
Metro operations

DB for the tunnels and station boxes
(as per the Enhanced PO) with a
single DBFM for design, construction
and maintenance of the 7 stations,
track, systems and systems
integration. lncludes maintenance of
systems over a 30-year period.
Same packaging for other
components:
1 No. DBB Contact for Rail Yard
* Program Management Oversighf
team procured separately
Vehrcfes procured separately
ROC developed separately
* Metro ma~ntenanceof tunnels
and vehicles
Metro operat~ons

-

/ $1,600m

Rat1Yard Expansion

1 $282~1 / 30 Years Realacement

$199m

RailYard Ex~ansron
30 Years Maintenance

1

1 $199m
1
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L

Total 12010$)

1 TBD

Total 12010$1

I

/ Total (2010$)

TBD

$199m

1

30 Years Maintenance
30 Years Replacement

Rail Yard Expansion
30 Years Maintenance

30 Years Replacement

Track, Systems,

Total (2010$)

Same packaging for other
components:
r
1 No. DBB Contact for Rail Yard
Program Management Oversigh
team procured separately
* Vehicles procured separately
* ROC developed separately
Metro maintenance of vehicles
Metro operations

Tunnels, Stations. Track,
Systems, Integrationt
Maintenance

1 $848m
I Track. Systems, lnteqration I $319m

1 $283m 1 30 Years Ma~ntenance /

Similar to P3 Alternative 1 but a single
larger contract for design,
construction and maintenance of th
extension including tunnels, station
boxes, stations, track, systems and
systems integration. Includes
maintenance of wayside and system
over a 30-year period.

A- 1

30 Years Replacement

/ TBD
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and maintenance of
existing Red / Purple
Lines

Economies of scale
due to bundling of
construction contracts

c

*

Facilities efficiency for
operations and
maintenance

e

Interface at Wilshire / Western

Eight contracts (excludingROC
and vehicles)
Contract package size is limited
by assumed Itmitationson the size
of performance bonds

Reduct~onIn number of contracts
from e~ghtto four (exclud~ngROC
and vehicles)
*
Economies of scale achievable
from combining tunnel and
station construction- reduces
likelihoodof overall delay as
Contractors have more flexibility
to work around any difficulties

Reduction In number of contracts
from elght to three (exclud~ng
ROC and vehicles)
Same as Enhanced PO

r

Reduction in number of contracts
from eight to two (excludingROC
and vehicles)
Additional economies of scale
achievable due to combining
tunnels and stations in one
contract - allows Contractor to
work around difficulties and mak
up lost time

No change from PO

Existing facfltty has sufficient
space for the isolation of signaling
equipment for the extension such
that it is separate from the rest of
the system allows for separate
maintenance and performance
measurement

e

Same as P3 Alternative 2

r

6

Existing facility has spare capacity
for expansion

Control and
Communications
Room (located at
Wilshire Westem
station)

Staffing efficiencies for
operations and
maintenance

Interfaceat Wilshire / Westem

maintainedin the same way as
the existing lines using same
systems
Minimal impact on existing

e

-

e

0

*
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Increase in staff commensurate
with expansion of system from 17
miles to 26 miles
No significant addition to number
of management or specialist roles

Extension to be operated and
maintained in the same way as
the existing lines using same
systems
Expansion of facilities required in
~ r o ~ o r t i to
o nscoDe of extension

e

0

No change from PO

No change from PO

e

Stations, track and systems
maintenance for extension may
be more efficient due to private
sector ability to train staff in more
than one skill area
Some duplication of roles will be
necessary for management and
soecialist roles
Potentialduplication of
communications and safety
equipment as DBFM contractor
will need to install and utilize their
own equipment

A-2

r

Larger scope of maintenance
allows increased efficiencies in
staff being able to multi skill
Increased level of duplication in
management and specialist roles

Increasedlevel of duplication of
communications and safety
equipment as DBFM contractor
will need to install and utilize their
own systems
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innovation in design
and construction
activities (innovationis
defined as something
that increases quality
for same cost or
provides same quality
at reduced cost)

design by Metro designers and inhouse procurement of TBM
Potential for innovation in DB
delivery of stations, track and
svstems

Potential for
innovation in
maintenance activities
(innovationis defined
as something that
increases quality for
same cost or provides
same quality at
reduced costl

Innovationdependent on internal
Metro procedures for process
improvement

Market capacity and
competition

Eight contracts (excludingROC
and vehicles) divides the work up
into smaller contract packages
that are more likely to be
attractive to a higher number of
bidders
Market capacity advantage is
offset by the need for more
bidders - may have same firms
bidding on several packages

Public Private Partnership
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e

Alternative 1 but with additional
potential for innovation for design
and construction of interfaces
between tunnel, station and
platform construction

innovation in design of TBMs and
constructionof tunnel and station
boxes due to use of DB but
limited by recommendation for
Metro to undertake advanced
levels of design and novate to
the DB contractor
Single contractor for entire tunnel
allows for innovation in the
efficient disposal of
contaminatedspoil
No change from PO

r

I
Reduction in number of contracts
from eight to four (excludingROC
and vehicles)- limits the number
of bidders but fewer bidders are
requlred
Larger contracts will attract more
international expertise and
Increasecompetition to Metro's
ben~fit
Tradifional surety market limits
may be too small for contract
sizes

Opportunity for InnovationIn the
way that stations, track and
is carved
systems ma~ntenance

auf

c

o

e

Reduction In number of contracts *
from dght to three fexcludlng
ROC and veh~cles)-therefore
s~milato Enhanced PO
Addition of stat~ons,track and
systems ma~ntenance
may
reduce the number of bidders
unable to perform servlces but
likel~hoodis that jo~ntventures
and other team~ngarrangements r
will allow this to work
Traditional surety market limits
may be too small for contract
sizes

A-3

innovation in the way that
wayside and systems
maintenance is carried out

Reduction in number of contracts
from eight to two (excludingROC
and vehicles)-very large
contract for tunnels, stations,
track and systems (including
maintenance)will limit number of
qualified bidders but teams will
form and internationalteams will
be attracted to the opportunity
Traditional surety market limits
may be too small for contract
sizes
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* Eight contracts (excludingROC

Risk transfer and
pricing organizational
interface between
construction
contractors

Reduction in number of contracts
from eight to four (excluding ROC
and vehicles)-reduces number
of interfaces and interface risk
but interfaces still exist between
the tunnel contractor, the stations
contractor and the systems and
track contractor
Increased ability of contractors to
manage risks and control other
parts of the project may result in
reduction of risk premium

and vehicles) results in high level
of interface risk between
contractors increasing the
potential for conflicts, increased
costs and delays
Contractors may include
significant risk premium to cover
expected interface issues

1

/

0

Reductionin number of contracts
from eight to three (excluding
ROC and vehicles)
Same Enhanced PSC except for
reduced interface risk between
the station and track contractors
(note: this is not a major interface
compared to others)

/

1

1

*
R~sktransfer and
pricing - design and
construction of tunnels

Tunnel des~gnnsk 1s retamed by
*
Metro
R~skof delays to TBM progress
retained by Metro due to inhouse design and purchase of
TBMs - most iechn~cald~ff~cult~es
due to ground conditions likely to
result in claims

Tunnel desian 1s novaied to DB
*
contractorio nsk e transferred premlum may be ~ncluded
depending on level of des~gn
performed and conf~dence~n
Metro's des~gners
Risk of TBM delays and diff~culles
transferred to a degree but likely
to be shared risks on ground
conditions to min~mlzecost of nsk '
prernlum

Sim~larto EnhancedPO but
Pnvate Partner IS generally more
willing to accept a h~gherlevel of
riskin a DBFM than ~na DB

Risk transfer and
pricing - future
maintenance and
replacement costs

Metro retains all risks associated
with future cost of maintenance
and replacement

SameasPO

*
Fixed price cantract for stations,
track and systems rna~ntenance
over Concess~onpenod transfers
nsk w a y from Metro for ihese
components of the extension
Combinat~onof des~gn,
0
~nstallat~on
and maintenance
allows Concess~ona~re
to manage
th~snskw~thoutadd~nga h~ghnsk
premlum

8
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I
/

0

e

Reduction in number of contracts
from eight to two (excluding ROC
and vehicles) -significant
reduction in contract interfaces
for the bulk of construction
including all interfaces between
construction of tunnels, stations,
track and systems
More challenging oversight
required but experienced
Concessionaire may be able to
manage this risk without inclusion
of s~gnificantnsk premium
Same as P3 Aliernat~ve1 with
potential for even greater
acceptance of risk without
addition of significant risk
premium due to increased scope
of DBFM contract and inclusion o
tunnel maintenance

Fixed price contract for wayside
maintenance over Concession
period transfers risk away from
Metro for maintenance of the
extension
Combination of design,
construction and maintenance
allows Concessionaire to manage
this risk without adding a high risk
premium
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pricing - overall
project constructability
and integration

Risk transfer and
pricing - wheel to rail
interface

r

Risk transfer and
pricing - interface
between extension
and Purple Line

Rail Yard

ability of Metro to integrate
component parts of the project
and coordinate with a fewer
number Of parties

Mega project creates significant
challenges in terms of program
management
Metro ultimately liable for all cost
and schedule overruns

e
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inclusion of private finance
involves risk averse lenders in
oveaight of project and pressure
on the contractor to perform
r

Contractors have more ability to
resolve their own difficulties
without affecting other
contractors

Metro responsiblefor
procurement of vehicles

constructabilityrisk is reduced
even further by combining more
of the project into a single DBFM
contract
Significantly larger DBFM contrac
value increases level of oversight
by private lenders

Track maintenance for the
extension is included in the DBFM
contract but Metro is responsible
for the purchase and
maintenance of vehicles so this
interface is harder to manage

Metro responsible for
maintenance of extension and
Red 1Purple Line so is able to
manage this interface

e

Same as PO

DBB delivery
Design input from Metro
operations and maintenance
divisions
Mefro management as an
extension of existing procedures

e

No change from PO

lnterfacensk1s created between
the maintenance of stations,
track and systems by the Private
Partner and the maintenance of
other tunnel assets by Metro - the
impact of this nsk may not be very
high due to different types of
wok

* No change from PO In terms of
design and construction
DBFM forstatlons, track and
systems only means that Pnvate
Partner does not need s~gniflcant
levels of access to the Ra~lYard allows lsolatlon of operations and
performance measures

A-5
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e

Non vehicle maintenance
interface risk is removed for the
extension but still exists between
the extension and the Purple Line
near to the Wilshire IWestern
station

No change from PO in terms of
design and construction
Private Partner is more likely to
need to use the Rail Yard for
maintenance activities e.g.
storage of equipment, staff
facilities etc. - difficult to isolate
operations and performance
measures, creates interface risk
between public and private
sector
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--

Proiect delav due to
availabilityand timing
of funding

-

* Construction fundina includes

0

e

Certainty of service
quality and
accountability for
performance

I*

-

-

-

Same as PO

1

Federal and local skrces that
have yet to be finalized and
programmed
There is a risk that New Starts
funding (FFGA)will not be
granted at the level that has
been applied for
Metro fully liable for delays due to
availability and timing of funding
Metro responsible for funding
operations and maintenance of
existing system and extension

.

DBFM contract transfers the risk of
funds being available at the
appropriate time for design,
construction and maintenance
but this is limited to the scope of
the DBFM contract i.e. extension
stations, track and systems
Metro responsible for funding the
other contracts including tunnels,
Rail Yard and veh~cles
* Metro responsible for fundlng
milestone and servlce payments
over the concesslon period
Metro responsible for funding
operations and maintenance of
existing system and extension
except for extension stat~ons,
track and systems

* Levels of service are deflned In

Service quality and
accountabilityfor performance
of extension and existing systems
is implied in current Metro
management procedures and
oversight arrangements
Metro resporlsible for operational
performance

*

*
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Metro is very familiar with DBB so
will not require significant
specialist resources for the
procurement phase
Specialist resources may be
needed for development of DB
contracts and procurement
process
Significant levels of resources will
be needed for Construction
Management, inspection and
overall program management

DBFM contiact for extension
stations, track and systems
maintenance results In certainty
of qual~tyover concesslon penod
for these assets vla payment
mechanism
Other components of the
extens~onand exlstlng systems are
as per PO

-

*

/
LA Metro and cost of
assistance

0

Addltlonal spec~allstresourcesWIII
be needed for increased use of
DB espec~allywlth respect to
tunnels
Less resources w~llbe needed for
Program Management Oversight
for DB contracts that Include self- *
certification

Specialist resources w~llbe
needed to assist Metro In the
procurement documentation
and process for a DBFM contract
- advlsors will Include techn~cal,
legal and flnanc~al
Technical inputs will be required
to develop performance based
specifications - change of
mindset can be challenging at
first
Fewer resources will be needed
for Program Management
Oversight for DB and DBFM
contracts that include selfcertification

A.6

*

DBFM contract transfers the risk o
funds being available at the
appropriate time for design,
constructionand maintenance o
most of the extension
Metro responsible for funding the
other contracts including Rail
Yard and vehicles
Metro responsible for funding
milestone and service payments
over the concession period

Levels of service are defined in
DBFM contract for extension
tunnel, stations, track and system
maintenance - increased
certainty of quality over
concession period for these asset
via payment mechanism
Other components of the
extension and exjsting systems ar
as per PO

Similar to P3 Alternative 1 but
increased scope of DBFM
contract will require additional
specialist resources for
development of contract
documents and management of
the procurement process

